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Abstract
The technique of medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) can be used to elucidate
the structural details of surfaces, both in general terms and in a more qualitative manner,
in order to help solve a number of outstanding uncertainties relating to the structures of
a number of surface systems. MEIS, involving the back-scattering of light ions from a
material of interest, in this case 100 keV H+ ions from adsorbate covered single crystal
metal surfaces, can potentially be a powerful tool for obtaining either depth-dependent
compositional information or quantitative structural details.
MEIS has been used to study the surface relaxations at the Cu(410)-O stepped
surface. The results have been compared to a number of models favoured by previous
studies, and an optimisation of the structural parameters associated with the outermost
Cu atoms was undertaken so as to determine the positions of these atoms to a reasonable
degree of precision.
In this thesis, MEIS has also been used to probe the surface reconstructions
triggered by the adsorption of the methylthiolate species on the Cu(100), Au(111) and
Pd(111) surfaces. Methylthiolate is derived from the n-alkylthiol molecule methylth-
iol, the simplest molecule of a species which ubiquitously form so called self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) on single crystal metal surfaces. In the case of Cu(100), our study
conﬁrms the existence of a radial lateral distortion of the outermost Cu layer, and we
quantify this distortion. For Au(111), two competing structural models for the methylth-
iolate overlayer have been proposed, namely the Au-adatom-monothiolate (AAM) and
Au-adatom-dithiolate (AAD). MEIS has been used to compare these two models, and we
ﬁnd in favour of the AAD model. Additionally, evidence has been found for a signiﬁcant
reconstruction of the Pd(111) surface triggered by adsorption of methylthiolate.
We have carried out a MEIS investigation of the (3× 2)-alaninate phase formed
by adsorption of the chiral molecule alanine on Cu(110). Evidence is found for a small
degree of lateral surface distortion.
xiv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The structure of a crystalline material is of fundamental importance, as this structure
plays a major role in determining the electronic and chemical properties of the material
in question. At the surfaces of such crystals, however, the three dimensional periodicity
of the bulk is lost, and as such the atomic structure in the surface region is in general
diﬀerent from that of the bulk. Many phenomena such as oxidation, heterogeneous catal-
ysis, molecular self-assembly and corrosion take place at the surface, and these processes
depend heavily on the structure of the surface region and the electronic and chemical
properties that this structure inﬂuences. A major aim of surface science is to develop a
predictive understanding of surface structure, and in turn develop an understanding of
how this structure relates to surface properties. Surface science employs a wide armoury
of experimental and theoretical techniques to probe surface structure, and the combined
use of several such techniques to concentrate on a particular problem of interest has lead
to insights being gained into ever more complex systems [1].
In this thesis the focus is on one surface science technique in particular, known
as medium energy ion scattering (MEIS). This technique, a variant of the more common
Rutherford backscattering (RBS) technique, was developed in the 1980s at the FOM-
AMOLF institute, where it was primarily utilised to study the surface structure of clean
metal crystals and semiconductor materials. In more recent times MEIS has been mainly
used as a depth-dependent compositional probe of materials such as high-k dielectrics,
studied extensively for use in the microelectronics industry. That being said, in this thesis
MEIS has been used exclusively to gain not only qualitative but also quantitative insights
into the structure of the near surface region of noble metal surfaces whose structure
is modiﬁed by the presence of an adsorbed molecular species. The fact that MEIS is
based on totally diﬀerent physical principles than the diﬀraction-based techniques more
commonly used in surface science makes information gained by MEIS an ideal complement
1
to that obtained from other surface techniques.
The surface studies presented in this thesis can be broadly summarised as adsorbate-
induced modiﬁcations of clean single crystal metal surfaces. The majority of the work in
this thesis concerns the formation of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of n-alkylthiolates
on a variety of clean metal surfaces. SAMs of this kind have been a major subject of
scientiﬁc interest for the past two decades. These thiolates tend to form highly dense
and stable bio-compatible structures which have great potential for use in a wide range
of applications; to name but a few: chemical sensing, molecular recognition, nano-scale
electronics and non-linear optical devices. Despite the fact that such systems have been
the focus of many studies, fundamental questions remain concerning the structures which
these systems adopt, and MEIS is an ideal technique for gaining insight into these struc-
tural details. In addition to the phenomenon of SAMs, other systems studied in this
thesis include a stepped surface and the chiral molecule alanine adsorbed on Cu(110).
The surface studies which comprise this thesis will be outlined subsequently.
In chapter 2 the background theory behind MEIS is laid out, which is then followed
by a description of the general experimental methodology employed in the data gathering,
reduction and analysis pertaining to the systems studied in this thesis. Also included
are brief descriptions of the common surface science techniques of low energy electron
diﬀraction (LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) which have also been used
in the work presented in the thesis.
Chapter 3 details a MEIS investigation of the Cu(410)-O stepped surface. There
have been relatively few quantitative studies which have focused on the detailed atomic
structure at the step sites, and some doubt remains regarding the structural details of
this surface. The MEIS data have been initially compared to a range of existing surface
structural models using a chi-square R-factor to objectively judge the quality of ﬁt.
Further analysis has been conducted in the form of a structural optimisation to uniquely
determine the set of key structural parameters which best describe the data.
The structure of the interface formed between methylthiolate SAMs in the (2× 2)
phase and Cu(100) is the subject of chapter 4. Methylthiolate adsorbed on the Cu(111)
surface triggers a pseudo-(100) reconstruction of the outermost layers, with this recon-
struction characterised by a lattice spacing enlarged with respect to that of Cu(100).
This has led to the suggestion of the presence of stresses in the outermost Cu layer of
the Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S phase, which might result in localised strain. MEIS experi-
ments have been performed in the hope of identifying whether such strain exists and so
as to quantify this strain should it be found. The data do provide clear evidence of a
local radial lateral distortion centred around the sulphur head-group bonded in the 4-fold
coordinated hollow sites. Values have been found for the parameters which describe this
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surface distortion.
The high coverage (
√
3×√3)R30◦ phase formed by methylthiolate on Au(111)
has been the subject of numerous theoretical and experimental studies. It is widely be-
lieved that the adsorbed thiolate induces a reconstruction of the Au(111) surface, but the
exact nature of this reconstruction remains controversial. Two diﬀerent models have been
proposed, namely the Au-adatom-monothiolate (AAM) and the Au-adatom-dithiolate
(AAD). However, as both models involve the same local adsorption site, diﬀraction tech-
niques such as photoelectron diﬀraction and near-edge X-ray absorption ﬁne structure
(NEXAFS) have failed to distinguish these two models. A key diﬀerence between these
two models, however, is the coverage of the Au adatoms which characterise the recon-
struction. MEIS has been used as an ideal tool to probe the buried interface of this
system, and distinguish between these two models, as related in chapter 5. The MEIS
data clearly show the presence of an Au surface reconstruction, and despite a number of
challenges in quantifying the information, this study ﬁnds in favour of the AAD model.
In chapter 6 the results of two additional studies using MEIS are presented,
in which a lack of information in the literature regarding speciﬁc structural models has
limited the conclusions to identifying only more general features of the surface structures.
In the case of the chiral amino acid alanine on Cu(110), the data seem to indicate that
outermost Cu layers are involved in a modest degree of lateral distortion, as had been
proposed in the literature. For methylthiolate adsorbed on Pd(111), MEIS shows clear
evidence for a substantial adsorbate-induced surface reconstruction. Unfortunately, due
to the dearth of information concerning even the basic structural details of this phase,
further insight cannot be achieved.
3
Chapter 2
Theoretical principles &
experimental methodology
2.1 Introduction to medium energy ion scattering
The MEIS technique, ﬁrst developed by researchers at the FOM-AMOLF institute in Am-
sterdam [2] in the 1980s, is a variant on the more well known Rutherford backscattering
(RBS) method for probing material structure. The main diﬀerence between these tech-
niques is the energies of the ions used to probe the material of interest, with ∼ 100 keV
H+ or He+ ions used in MEIS as opposed to energies in the 1MeV range for RBS.
In both techniques a beam of light ions is ﬁred at a sample of interest with some
of these ions being backscattered in the direction of an energy sensitive detector. The
energies of the detected ions depend both on the mass of the atom from which they
were scattered and the depth within the sample material at which this scattering event
occurred, thus both techniques serve as depth-dependent compositional probes. The
lower energies in MEIS, however, allow the use of a dispersive electrostatic analyser as
opposed to the silicon barrier-detectors used in conventional RBS. This analyser has a
much greater energy resolution, and the combined eﬀect of this resolution enhancement
and the greater electronic stopping of the medium energy ions results in a much greater
depth resolution.
Both techniques, whilst not intrinsically surface speciﬁc, can be rendered so for
single crystal samples by the alignment of the incident beam along a major crystallo-
graphic direction, such that the majority of the subsurface atoms become shadowed by
the atoms in the near surface region. In the work presented in this thesis this shadowing
eﬀect is exploited both in the ingoing direction and the outgoing direction, the latter
shadowing eﬀect (more commonly called blocking for the sake of clarity) allowing the
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determination of the relative positions of the surface atoms.
Another related technique is LEIS (Low Energy Ion Scattering), although for ions
in this energy range (typically a few keV), the interaction with the target material diﬀers
in a number of important ways. The large shadow cones cast at these energies give
rise to an intrinsic surface speciﬁcity, but ion neutralisation eﬀects, together with the
fact that the ion/atom interaction potential is less well-understood, limit the accuracy
of LEIS as a probe of surface structure. By contrast, the interaction potentials in MEIS
are well known, enabling not only accurate determination of surface atomic positions but
also allowing the scattering signal to be directly related to the number of atomic layers
contributing to this scattering.
The remainder of this chapter will ﬁrstly be focused on the fundamental theory of
medium energy ion scattering, after which the speciﬁc experimental details related to the
work presented in this thesis will be given. At the end of the chapter a brief description
is included of the standard surface science techniques of LEED (Low Energy Electron
Diﬀraction) and AES (Auger Electron Spectroscopy). These have been used to aid in
the characterisation of all of the surfaces which are investigated in this work.
2.2 Medium energy ion scattering - Background theory
2.2.1 Collision kinematics
One of the principal advantages of medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) is that the
interaction between the ions and the nuclei of the target atoms is well known, and thus
can be quantiﬁed. In fact, this interaction can be understood in terms of a binary collision
between two free classical particles [3]. This is in part because of the large energies used
in MEIS (ions with energies in the range 100− 200 keV), which means that both the
momentum possessed by the incident ion, and the momentum transfer upon collision
with the target nucleus is far greater than the quantum-mechanical uncertainty (due to
Heisenberg) in the momentum. It is also the case that for light ions at these energies the
associated De Broglie wavelength is far too short for the particles to manifest wave-like
behaviour (such as diﬀraction) in their interactions with the target atoms. In addition,
the time scale of the collision (in the order of 10−15 seconds) is far less than the typical
thermal vibration period of the atoms ( 10−13), thus the target nucleus can be eﬀectively
considered stationary. It is also the case that the local binding energy of the atom to the
surrounding solid is so much smaller than the energy transfer associated with a scattering
event that the target atom can be considered free.
Modelling the ion/atom interaction as a binary collision, one can derive, using the
principles of the conservation of energy and momentum, the following equation, which
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Figure 2.1: Figure shows the binary collision of a moving particle of mass m1 with a
stationary one of mass m2 . This can be used to model the interaction of an incident ion
with a target nucleus.
describes the elastic energy loss suﬀered by the incident ion
E1
E0
= k2(θ) =
[
(m22 −m21 sin2 θ)1/2 +m1 cos θ
m1 +m2
]2
. (2.1)
Here m1 and m2 are the mass of the ion and target nucleus, respectively, and E0 and
E1 the energies of the ion before and after the binary collision. The scattering angle
upon which the ﬁnal ion energy depends is denoted θ (see ﬁgure 2.1). The ratio E1/E0
is most often referred to as the kinematic factor, k2 .
Figure 2.2 evinces the dependence of the ﬁnal scattered ion energy on both the
scattering angle and the mass of the target nucleus, for H+ and He+ ions initially at an
energy of 100 keV. Notice how scattering from a range of target species of diﬀering mass
results in diﬀerent ﬁnal ion energies. Given a well deﬁned mono-energetic beam of ions
and a detector at a known angular position capable of detecting both the ions and their
energies, one can determine the species of the scattering atom. This gives the MEIS
technique its elemental speciﬁcity. Targets of similar mass are often diﬃcult to resolve
energetically, but switching to a heavier ion, or to a geometry with a higher scattering
angle could potentially solve this problem.
2.2.2 Interaction potentials and the scattering cross-section
Using equation 2.1 from the previous section one can establish the ﬁnal energy of the
elastically scattered ions as a function of the scattering angle, but there is a lack of
information concerning the intensity of the ions scattered through a given angle. For
this one must determine the relationship between the scattering angle and the scattering
cross-section, a relationship which can only be derived given an accurate knowledge of the
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Figure 2.2: Graph shows the dependence of the ﬁnal ion energy on the scattering angle,
for the scattering of 100 keV H+ and He+ ions by a range of elemental targets. Notewor-
thy are the greater separation of the ﬁnal energies of the heavier He+ ions for diﬀerent
targets, and a greater energy separation at high scattering angles for both ion types.
ion/atom interaction potential. The remainder of this subsection concerns the scattering
cross-section used in MEIS and the interaction potentials upon which it is based.
The interaction between the ion and the target nucleus is Coulombic, and in the
simplest case this can be described using the bare Coulomb potential,
V (r) =
(
1
4πǫ0
)(
Z1Z2e
2
r
)
, (2.2)
where Z1 and Z2 are the atomic numbers of the incident ion and target atom respectively,
e being the elementary charge and r representing the distance between the target nucleus
and the ion. Using such a potential, one can arrive at an analytical expression [4] for the
scattering cross-section of a beam of particles of energy E , which in the case of the bare
Coulomb potential is given as
dσR
dΩ
=
(
1
4πǫ0
)2(Z1Z2e2
4E
)2(
1
sin4(θ/2)
)
. (2.3)
Here dσR/dΩ is properly referred to as the differential cross-section, and its dependence
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on the scattering angle θ is that famously found empirically by Rutherford [5]. Unfortu-
nately, this expression is an unsuitable one for the ion energies used in MEIS, for which
the screening of the bare nuclear charge by the surrounding electron cloud [6] must be
taken into account. A more accurate interaction potential which incorporates Coulombic
screening must therefore be used to correctly describe the scattering process. Several
such potentials have been developed; these take the general form
V (r) =
(
1
4πǫ0
)
Z1Z2e
2
r
Φ
(r
a
)
, (2.4)
where Φ(r/a) is the screening function, this function in eﬀect reducing the bare Coulomb
potential so as to account for the electronic screening. The parameter a is referred to as
the Thomas-Fermi screening length, the value of which deﬁnes the range of the screening
eﬀects. Previous studies have assessed the applicability of several screening functions
over a range of incident ion energies (e.g. [7]), with investigations which use ion energies
and target materials typical to this thesis (100 keV H+ ions incident on transition metal
surfaces) most often using the screened Coulomb potential due to Molière [8], for which
Φ
(r
a
)
=
3∑
i=1
αie
−βir/a, (2.5)
with {αi} = {0.10, 0.55, 0.35}, and {βi} = {6.0, 1.2, 0.3}. Firsov [9] has demonstrated
that the Thomas-Fermi screening length in the case of a partially ionised projectile (see
section 2.2.3) can be obtained thus
a = 0.88534a0
(
Z
1/2
1
Z
1/2
2
)−2/3
. (2.6)
Here a0 is the Bohr radius (0.529Å). The ‘Rutherford’ diﬀerential cross-section expressed
in equation 2.3 can be corrected for the electronic screening of the Molière potential by
the inclusion of a suitable prefactor F , with the correction factor proposed by L’Ecuyer
et al. [10] found to appropriately describe experimentally derived results in the medium
energy ion regime [11]. This screening factor is expressed as follows
F = 1− 0.042Z1Z
4/3
2
E [keV ]
. (2.7)
Thus the ﬁnal equation for the diﬀerential cross-section is given below as
dσ
dΩ
= F
(
1
4πǫ0
)2 [ Z1Z2e2
4E sin2(θ/2)
]2
g(θ,m1,m2), (2.8)
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with an additional angle dependent correction factor for the transformation from the
centre-of-mass to the laboratory frame of reference,
g(θ,m1,m2) ≈ 1− 2(m1/m2)2 sin4(θ/2) for m1 << m2, (2.9)
for which m1 and m2 are the ion and target masses. It is noteworthy that the strength of
the scattered ion signal scales with the squares of the ion and target atomic numbers, thus
we expect to see stronger scattering when using He+ ions over H+ ions. More signiﬁcant,
however, is the strong dependence of the scattering cross-section on the atomic number
(and hence mass) of the target atom. This has the practical eﬀect of rendering ions
in the medium energy regime (energies of ∼ 100 keV) largely insensitive to the lighter
atomic species, due to the low cross-sections of such targets and the resultant poor
statistics in the backscattering signal. Another feature of equation 2.8 worth mention is
the characteristically large ‘Rutherford’ dependence of the cross-section on the scattering
angle, with much of the Coulombic scattering in the forward direction, and a far lower
probability associated with an ion scattering through a large angle.
2.2.3 Energy loss, straggling and neutralisation
As discussed previously, ions incident on a target material have a low probability of a
nuclear encounter which leads to scattering through a large solid angle, with most of
the ions suﬀering only minor deﬂections and travelling deep into the material. The
accumulation of successive weak nuclear encounters serves to slow the incident ions as
they travel through the crystal, with this loss of energy being referred to as nuclear
stopping. Ions will also interact with the electron clouds surrounding the target nuclei,
as these electrons have comparable velocities to those of the ions, resulting in high
probabilities associated with excitation and ionisation of the target atoms [12, 13]. These
electronic processes will also serve to slow the ions, an eﬀect known as electronic stopping.
These cumulative eﬀects are combined into a quantity known as the ‘stopping power’,
which depends on the exact combination of target species, ion type and ion energy. For
the ion energies used in MEIS the electronic processes dominate; this is because the
cross-section for the ion/electron interactions is very strong for medium energy ions.
As the processes which contribute to the stopping power accumulate in a steady
manner as the ion traverses the target material, the energy lost by the ion is a function
of the total distance travelled within the crystal. This enables the determination of the
depth d of a backscattering event, if the initial and ﬁnal energies of the scattered ion are
known, together with angles which describe the scattering event (see ﬁgure 2.3). The
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Figure 2.3: Diagram shows the trajectory of an ion backscattered at depth d in a target
material.
ﬁnal energy Eout of the emerging ion is given by
Eout = k
2 (Ein − Sp1)− Sp2, (2.10)
where S is the stopping power, and the total path length within the material p1 + p2 .
One can then easily ﬁnd the depth to be
d =
(
k2Ein − Eout
)
S
[
cos θin cos (π − θin − θout)
cos θin + k2 cos (π − θin − θout)
]
. (2.11)
The SRIM database (Stopping and Ranges of Ions in Matter) and associated SRIM
code of Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark [14] is most commonly used to obtain empirically
derived values for the average stopping power per unit length S for particular ion/target
combinations.
The stopping power is expressed as an average due to the spread in the losses of
individual ions, with considerable eﬀort being directed at characterising this spread, de-
scribed by a Gaussian distribution of width Ω. This phenomenon is known as ‘straggling’,
ﬁrst treated theoretically by Bohr, in the case of fully ionised projectiles as
Ω2Bohr = 4πZ
2
1Z2e
4NL, (2.12)
where N is the density of atoms per unit volume and L the target thickness. This early
work was subsequently built upon by Chu [15], and more recently Yang et al. [16] have
developed empirical expressions for the energy spread based on the work of Chu and a
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wide range of experimental data
Ω2Chu =
Ω2Bohr
1 +A1EA2 +A3EA4
. (2.13)
Here the parameters A1 to A4 are target dependent, and are listed in [16].
Figure 2.4: The fraction of emergent projectiles positively ionised as a function of emerg-
ing projectile energy for H+ and He+ ions incident on any target material is shown in
graphical form, based on the empirical formulae of Kido [18].
As mentioned previously, electronic stopping involves the successive excitation
and ionisation of the target atoms by the ion as it travels through the material. These
processes can result in the incident ion capturing an electron and becoming neutralised.
This possibility is of considerable importance in techniques such as MEIS and LEIS (Low
Energy Ion Scattering), as they utilise electrostatic analysers which will fail to detect
any neutralised projectiles. As such there exists large body of work concerned with
quantifying this eﬀect, particularly in the LEIS energy regime where this problem is more
severe. Due to the diﬃculties involved in evaluating the well known cross-section for
electron capture [17], the approach has instead focused on the derivation of empirical
formulae from the experimentally measured neutral fractions of backscattered projectiles
from many target materials. For the energies used in MEIS, Kido and Koshikawa [18]
have obtained empirical formulae based on the data published by Marion and Young [19],
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given below as
f+ (Eout) = 0.17442 (Eout − 10.2087)1/3 for 30→ 150 keV H+ ions (2.14)
f+ (Eout) = 0.02045 (Eout − 12.3388)2/3 for 30→ 200 keV He+ ions, (2.15)
where f+ represents the fraction of the total number of backscattered projectiles which
are positively ionised, and Eout is expressed in keV. Here the important point worth noting
is that this ionised fraction depends not on the target material but on the energy of the
projectiles as they exit the material. This is because the projectile is constantly neutralised
and re-ionised as it travels through the target, with the energy of the emerging projectile
determining the ﬁnal ionisation state. Equations 2.14 and 2.15 are shown graphically
in ﬁgure 2.4, where it becomes clear that for the 100 keV H+ ions used in the work
presented in this thesis the fraction of positive ions is ∼ 80%, with roughly 20% of the
backscattered projectiles therefore going undetected.
2.2.4 Shadowing and blocking
The medium energy ion scattering technique is not intrinsically surface speciﬁc. The low
probability of a nuclear encounter coupled with the energy of the incident ion ensures
that most of the ions will travel deep into the target material, thus the vast majority
of the ions emerging from the target will have been backscattered from atoms located
within the bulk of this material. Surface sensitivity can be achieved, however, in the
case of a single crystal target if one exploits the existence of ‘shadow cones’ to create
a channelling eﬀect, in which the backscattered yield from the bulk of the crystal is
dramatically reduced.
For any ﬂux of parallel ions incident on a target nucleus, the ions are deﬂected
such that a region of zero ﬂux forms behind the nucleus, a region referred to as the
‘shadow cone’. This eﬀect is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.5. If the incident ion beam is oriented
so as to be aligned with a major crystallographic direction, then the subsurface atoms in
successive atomic layers are shadowed by the atoms in the surface region. Those ions not
backscattered in the surface region suﬀer small deﬂections, and are steered away from the
atomic rows in a process known as ‘channelling’ (a phenomenon discussed in more detail
in [20]). These channelled ions thus travel deep into the crystal but remain undetected
as they do not undergo backscattering events. In fact, whilst the non-backscattered ions
in the near surface region are channelled strongly, as these ions travel deeper into the
crystal the successive small deﬂections suﬀered give rise to an increase in their momentum
perpendicular to the main direction of travel. Eventually this transverse momentum leads
to a dechannelling eﬀect [20], resulting in steady rise in the number of backscattered ions
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Figure 2.5: Figure shows the trajectories of a beam of parallel ions incident on a target
atom nucleus, and the resulting shadow cone of radius RM as a function of the distance
d .
with increasing penetration depth. If, however, any of these ions emerge from the crystal
and are subsequently detected, they are at a much lower energy than those scattered from
the surface region (due to increased electronic stopping) and thus can be diﬀerentiated
from these surface ions with an energy sensitive detector.
In practice, the shadowing eﬀect is not perfect, even in the case of an ideal
crystal with an unreconstructed surface; this is due to the thermal vibrations of the
target atoms. As the ion transit time through the surface region (∼ 10−15 seconds) is
much smaller than the period of the atomic vibrations (∼ 10−12–10−13 seconds) [2] the
ions encounter an eﬀectively static lattice with each atom randomly distributed around
its lattice position. This inevitably leads to a reduction in the shadowing of the near
subsurface layers, and the ions backscattering from these subsurface atoms will contribute
signiﬁcantly to the overall detected yield. For a typical beam/sample alignment geometry
used in this thesis, the signal from all subsurface scattering is in the order of half the
magnitude of that arising from scattering from the unshadowed surface atoms alone.
Increased illumination of the subsurface atomic layers will also occur if the clean surface
is reconstructed due to the presence of a foreign species. Given these displacements, be
they random (due to vibrations) or static, it is often useful to accurately determine the
radius of the characteristic shadow cones at the position of the ﬁrst subsurface atom to
be shadowed. The radius of a shadow cone cast by a bare Coulomb potential is easily
calculated [2] as
RC = 2
√
bd, (2.16)
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where RC and d are the Coulombic shadow cone radius and distance behind the scattering
atom respectively, as shown in ﬁgure 2.5, and b is given by
b =
(
1
4πǫ0
)
Z1Z2e
2
E
.
No such simple expression exists for the screened Coulomb potential due to Molière, but
the ratio of RM /RC can be derived from empirical ﬁts to experimental data obtained
from a wide variety of ion/target combinations [21], so that
RM = ξRC (2.17)
ξ =

1.0− 0.12α+ 0.01α
2 0 ≤ α ≤ 4.5
0.924− 0.182 lnα0.008α 4.5 ≤ α ≤ 100
, (2.18)
where α is a dimensionless parameter given as
α =
RC
a
.
Here a is the aforementioned Thomas-Fermi screening length.
Incident ions
To detector
Figure 2.6: Figure shows the shadowing and blocking eﬀects for a beam of parallel ions
incident on a single crystal surface. Shaded areas within the crystal represent regions of
ion ﬂux, highlighting the unshaded regions below the scattering atoms which receive zero
ﬂux. Shown in red are the shadow cones cast as surface atoms block the backscattered
ions exiting the crystal.
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In addition to the phenomenon of shadowing, which ensures surface speciﬁcity, a
similar eﬀect occurs for ions backscattered from the subsurface layers, in which these ions
are blocked in the outgoing trajectories which intersect with surface atoms (See ﬁgure
2.6). This gives rise to characteristic dips in the intensity of scattering signal centred
around scattering angles which correspond to major crystallographic directions, with the
resulting plots of scattering intensity versus scattering angle referred to as ‘blocking
curves’. The exact angular position of the dips relates to the positions of these surface
blocking atoms, and so in principle the phenomenon of blocking allows one to determine
the surface structure. However, many surface reconstructions are of a complex nature,
possibly involving many nonequivalent movements of surface atoms both within the plane
of the surface and perpendicular to the surface. Therefore, in practice, gaining insights
into the exact nature of the structures adopted by surfaces involves the comparison of the
experimental blocking curves with theoretical blocking curves which have been simulated
for a given structural model.
2.3 Simulating MEIS blocking curves
The experimental blocking curves presented in this thesis, in which the measured scatter-
ing intensity is plotted as a function of the scattering angle, are in general compared to
the results of one or more computer simulations of particular surface structural models.
These computations have been performed using the VEGAS code, a program developed
speciﬁcally for use in MEIS by Frenken et al. of the FOM-AMOLF institute [2, 22–24].
This program uses a Monte-Carlo based algorithm and principles such as time-reversal
to eﬃciently calculate the scattering probability for each atom of a structural model in
a given incidence/exit geometry. In this section a brief insight into the details of this
computation is given, but the interested reader is referred to reference [22], wherein a
more detailed description of the principles behind the VEGAS code can be found.
The most obvious method to simulate the ion scattering for a given structure
would involve a full simulation of the experimental conditions, with many incident ions
generated and subsequently tracked as they interact with the target material, and in some
cases ﬁnally reach the detector. This method is impractical, however, if we consider the
fact that very few ions will undergo a backscattering event due to the low associated
cross-section, and even fewer still will then have an exit trajectory in the scattering
plane of the detector, or even be backscattered through a solid angle within the plane
which is of interest. A much less computationally expensive method for predicting the
scattered ion yield in a particular exit direction is to ﬁrstly determine the probability for
a particular atom to be hit by the incident beam, and then determine the probability
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Figure 2.7: The incidence and exit directions e1 and e2 for an ion backscattering from
atom i , shown in red. This ion will suﬀer a series of small angle deviations in its incidence
and exit trajectories due to interactions with other atoms, taken into account by a Monte-
Carlo algorithm in the VEGAS code used for simulating MEIS blocking curves [22].
associated with an ion scattered from this atom reaching the detector in the direction
of interest. It is then easy to determine the scattering probability for this atom, and in
turn the other atoms in the model surface unit cell. In this manner the overall scattering
yield in particular incidence and exit directions can be calculated.
Let us consider backscattering from a particular atom i at the position xi in the
incidence and exit directions e1 and e2 , respectively, as shown in ﬁgure 2.7. We can call
the scattering probability Yi(e1 , e2 ), and this can be expressed as
Yi
(
e1, e2
)
=
∫
d3xi F
1
(
e1, xi
)
Gi (xi)F
2
(
e2, xi
)
. (2.19)
Here Gi represents the probability that atom i is located at the position xi ; this is a
Gaussian distribution about the atom’s equilibrium position, and represents the eﬀects of
thermal vibrations. F 1 represents the incident ion ﬂux at position xi , in other words the
probability of an incident ion reaching position xi . This term is normalised so that the
probability of an unshadowed atom receiving an ion is unity. Similarly F 2 is the probability
that the backscattered ion will reach the detector in the direction e2 , normalised to
unity in the absence of any blocking eﬀects. Of course, this scattering probability must
strictly be integrated over all possible positions xi . Whilst the function Gi is well known,
accurate determination of F 1 and F 2 is diﬃcult as these quantities depend not only
on the collision parameters but also Gk for the atoms k 6= i along the incoming and
outgoing paths. Equation 2.19 can be simpliﬁed with the revelation that in the absence
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of any blocking (F 2 = 1 ), Yi is in fact the hitting probability Hi of atom i :
Hi =
∫
d3xi F
1
(
e1, xi
)
Gi (xi) . (2.20)
Similarly the detection probability Di can be determined if the incidence is assumed to
be in a random direction, thus fully illuminating atom i (F 1 = 1 ):
Di =
∫
d3xi F
2
(
e2, xi
)
Gi (xi) . (2.21)
Having calculated these probabilities the following approximation is then made (which is
shown to be a good one in the vast majority of cases [23]),
Yi ≈ HiDi. (2.22)
As the energy losses suﬀered by ions in the surface region are normally only a small
fraction of the incident energy, the principle of time-reversibility can be used, in which
F 2 (e2 , x ) can be expressed as F 1 (−e2 , x ), in other words the probability of an ion
being detected in a particular exit direction is identical to the probability of such an
ion incident in that direction hitting the scattering atom in question. Thus, only the
hitting probabilities for each atom need be calculated, albeit separately for each exit
angle considered, in addition to the incidence direction.
In order to speed up the calculation of the atom hitting probabilities, in which
the string of atoms between the atom of interest and the ion incidence position must
be considered, a standard Monte-Carlo integration is employed. In this Monte-Carlo
approach a special sampling function is used, as opposed to random sampling, which
matches the function Gi ; this has the eﬀect of greatly simplifying the calculations.
Scattering probabilities calculated in this manner are normalised to be unity in
the case of an unshadowed (or blocked) surface atom. A ﬁnal normalisation is then made
of the total scattering probability for a whole atomic layer of the crystal in question, such
that in the ﬁnal simulated blocking curves a yield of unity corresponds to the signal from
the surface layer. This leads to the consideration of total scattering yields in terms of the
number of visible atomic layers, with subsurface layers contributing smaller and smaller
fractions of a full layer visibility, due to the increased degree of shadowing from the layers
of atoms above.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that in some circumstances particular atoms can
report a normalised scattering probability of greater than unity, thus leading to a larger
than expected visibility of the particular atomic layer in question. This is due to a
‘focusing eﬀect’, most evident for a subsurface atom which possesses an equilibrium
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position just beyond the shadow cone radius of an atom in the layer above, for which
the normalised incident ﬂux F 1 is greater than 1 due to the focusing of the trajectories
of ions suﬀering small angle collisions with the shadowing atom.
2.4 Instrumentation
Experimental station
Preparation chamber
Scattering chamber
Collimator
Electrostatic lens
Dipole magnet
500 kV power supply
Accelerator tube
Ion source platform
Figure 2.8: The layout of the accelerator, beamline and ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) scat-
tering and preparation chambers, which all together constitute the UK National MEIS
facility at Daresbury Laboratory.
The data presented in this thesis were gathered at the UK national MEIS facility
at Daresbury Laboratory. This facility (see ﬁgure 2.8) comprises an accelerator system
for the production of the ions and several chambers under ultra-high-vacuum (UHV),
these chambers being situated within an experimental end-station. The main scattering
chamber in which the MEIS data are gathered, a preparation vessel and a fast-entry load
lock are connected via interlocks to a storage chamber. In this way several samples may
be loaded, prepared, characterised and stored in situ.
The ions (usually H+ or He+) are generated in a duoplasmatron source as an
ionised gas which is then extracted into a linear accelerator, capable of delivering ions
of energy between 50− 400 keV. The beam is focused by passage through a quadrupole
lens, whereupon the beam enters a bending magnet which selects only ions of the required
type (the duoplasmatron source will typically generate a small fraction of undesirable ions
such as H+2 ). The beam is then focused again with a quadrupole lens, after which the
beam is aligned by electromagnetic steerers so as to pass through two successive sets
of deﬁning slits. This results in a beam which enters the main scattering chamber
characterised by a width of 1.0mm, a height of 0.5mm and a divergence of less than
0.1◦. Before the beam encounters the sample material it passes through a ﬁne tungsten
mesh situated at the entrance of the scattering chamber. This mesh detects a known
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fraction of the beam current, thus the current incident on the sample can be determined;
it is found to be typically in the range 15− 100 nA.
The beam ﬁnally encounters the sample which is mounted on a sample holder
capable of interfacing with the multi-chamber sample transfer system, itself mounted
whilst in the main chamber in a high-precision goniometer. This enables the sample to be
rotated in three distinct axes to an accuracy of ∼ 0.1◦. In this manner the sample can be
precisely aligned with respect to the incident ion beam along a particular crystallographic
direction of interest.
Housed within the main chamber is a toroidal electrostatic analyser (TEA), man-
ufactured by High Voltage Engineering Europa [25]. This TEA is mounted on a rotation
table, and is thus capable of rotating within the scattering plane. The TEA has a wide
entrance slit which can accept ions scattered over an range of ∼ 27◦. This slit is, how-
ever, narrow in height (0.5mm), and in fact this slit deﬁnes the scattering plane; the
sample is oriented so that the desired atomic scattering planes lie in the plane of the
beam and the TEA entrance slit. Backscattered ions which enter the TEA are deﬂected
via a pair of concentric toroidal electrostatic deﬂection plates through an angle of 90◦,
with the symmetry of the analyser around the scattering centre ensuring that the true
scattering angles of the detected ions are maintained. The combination of electrostatic
deﬂection and conservation of scattering angle allow a position sensitive detector to si-
multaneously record both the scattering angle and ﬁnal energy of the detected ions. The
energy window of the detector is 1.5% of the pass energy Epass, with the pass energy
being the central energy within the energy window. This pass energy is controlled by
the voltages applied to the electrostatic plates. Data spanning a wide energy range can
be collected by accumulating several identical doses of incident ion ﬂux, with the pass
energy being reduced by the required amount in a stepwise fashion. The individual 2
dimensional datasets can then be combined together using the data acquisition soft-
ware MIDAS (Multi-Instance Data Acquisition System). In addition, the blocking curves
shown in this thesis cover a wide range in scattering angle, this is because after data
have been successfully collected at one position the analyser is typically moved so as to
cover a neighbouring range of scattering angles, such that most experimental blocking
curves comprise between 2− 4 such angular ranges.
The 2D spectra obtained from a crystal which has been aligned to a major crys-
tallographic direction in order to gain surface speciﬁcity possess a characteristic energy
peak (see ﬁgure 2.9) which corresponds to the large backscattered ion ﬂux from the sur-
face region, with this energy of this peak determined by the kinematic factor (equation
2.1) By contrast, ions which scatter from the deeper layers and suﬀer inelastic energy
losses due to electronic stopping are detected in far fewer numbers, as seen by the low
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The 2D data
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Figure 2.9: A 2D spectrum representative of those collected in MEIS, with a characteristic
high intensity surface peak. These data were obtained via the scattering of 100 keV H+
ions from a clean Au(111) surface. Integrating the signal over a narrow angle range
(shown in green), or over energy for merely the surface peak (shown in red) results in
the production of an energy cut or blocking curve, respectively.
counts for all energies below the surface peak. In order to extract a blocking curve,
the surface peak is integrated over the energy range, producing a plot of integrated ion
intensity versus ion scattering angle. This integration is commonly performed using a
surface peak-tracking/ﬁtting routine developed within the group at Warwick University.
This routine utilises the ROOT C++ libraries for data analysis [26] initially developed
at CERN, Switzerland (these libraries have been made freely available under the GNU
Lesser General Public Licence). In this routine an asymmetric Gaussian is ﬁtted to the
surface peak for each individual channel in scattering angle, with the experimental counts
integrated over a range speciﬁed by the ﬁtted peak. As a ﬁnal step, the resulting block-
ing curve is corrected so as to remove the ‘Rutherford’ dependence of the intensity upon
the scattering angle; this has the eﬀect of producing blocking curves without an overall
gradient in the scattering signal (i.e. a ﬂat background). This step not only makes for
an easier visual inspection of the characteristic blocking curve dips, but crucially allows
the experiment to be directly compared to the VEGAS simulated blocking curves with
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the use of a suitable scaling factor λ, a subject expanded upon in the next section.
2.5 Surface structure determination
2.5.1 Experiment-theory comparisons using reliability factors
Direct comparisons can be made between the blocking curves of experiment and theory
via the use of a scaling factor λ. This term relates experimental yields in (Rutherford
corrected) ion counts to the number of visible atomic layers, this being the way the
yield is expressed in the VEGAS simulated blocking curves. Of course, even in the
absence of any theoretical simulations it is still in general more informative to consider
experimental yields in terms of visible layers. As such, the accurate determination of λ
is of key importance. This factor can be derived from the experimental yield obtained
from a surface with a well-known structure, i.e. one for which layer visibility can be
predicted with good accuracy. For the work presented in this thesis, a scaling factor has
most commonly been derived from the signal obtained from ions scattered from Cu atoms
shallowly implanted to a known concentration within a Si(100) wafer. A detailed account
of the methodology of this calibration process is included in the following chapter.
Although a suitable scaling factor provides a way to visually inspect the agreement
between experiment and theory, a visual inspection alone, or a visual comparison of
the merits of several theoretical ﬁts to the same experiment is often inaccurate and
always subjective. For this reason, reliability-factors have often been used in MEIS to
objectively quantify the ‘goodness of ﬁt’ between experiment and simulation. Woodruﬀ
et al. [27, 28] have previously assessed the suitability of a range of these ‘R-factors’ for
use in MEIS, with the preferred one being a reduced chi-squared R-factor Rχ, deﬁned by
the following equation,
Rχ =
(
1
N
) N∑
i
[
(Iexp − λItheo)2
Iexp
]
, (2.23)
where N is the total number of data points compared, and Iexp and Isim are the exper-
imental and theoretical ion intensities. The experimental intensity is expressed in terms
of raw counts, and there are a number of points worth mentioning regarding this fact.
Firstly, the use of the raw counts renders equation 2.23 a true chi-square function used
in statistics [29]; this means that a value of unity is expected in the case of a perfect ﬁt,
as the Iexp denominator is subject to Poisson statistics and so is, on average, equal to
the square of the error on this quantity. Secondly, note how the value for Rχ increases,
all else being equal (excepting the scaling factor λ), if the value of Iexp is doubled (with
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λ doubled accordingly). For this reason one cannot prescribe a general ‘goodness of ﬁt’
criterion based on the absolute value of Rχ, and must instead rely on its usefulness as
a relative measure of the goodness of ﬁt for the simulations of several structural models
describing a particular set of experimental data. A ﬁnal point relating to the use of raw
ion counts concerns the ‘Rutherford correction’ of the experimental yields described in
the previous section, where a factor of ∼ sin4 (θ/2 ) is applied to the data to remove
the cross-sectional dependence on the scattering angle θ. The R-factor operates on
the raw uncorrected counts, so seemingly small disagreements at low scattering angle
between experiment and theory blocking curves have a large inﬂuence on the ﬁnal R-
factor. Thus the ﬁts are generally biased towards minimising the low scattering angle
yield discrepancies.
In MEIS experiments more than one incidence geometry is often exploited to
increase the available structural information, this leads to multiple blocking curves, each
with a corresponding R-factor when compared to theory. An overall combined R-factor
can be obtained thus
ROverall =
N1R1 +N2R2 + · · ·NnRn
N1 +N2 + · · ·Nn , (2.24)
with each individual R-factor weighted by the size of its respective dataset.
The choice of a chi-squared R-factor also makes the estimation of the uncertainty
associated with a particular structural parameter rather straightforward, with the error
being given as [29]
σ =
√√√√ 2(d2Rχ
dZ2
)
R=Rmin
. (2.25)
Thus if one calculates the R-factor as a function of the parameter of interest around the
best-ﬁt value for that parameter, one can use the curvature of the R-factor to estimate
the uncertainty.
2.5.2 Optimising the structural model
When a model is found, often by a trial-and-error process, which provides a good de-
scription of the experimental data, a next step involves the optimisation of parameters
of this structural model. The goal is to ﬁnd the global minimum of the R-factor in the
parameter-space considered, enabling the resulting set of parameters and the structure
they deﬁne to be considered the ‘best-ﬁt’ to the experimental data. Whilst the global
minimum search can be undertaken in a manual fashion using a grid-based method, this
method is time-consuming; another approach involves the use of an automated search
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routine. A number of these routines, such as Genetic Algorithms and Simulated Anneal-
ing attempt a global search of parameter-space, in order to avoid the problems associated
with becoming trapped in a local (rather than global) minimum. Unfortunately, these
methods often involve full simulations of many hundreds of structural models and are
deemed unfeasible for application to MEIS. This being said, previous success has been
had [30, 31] in MEIS with the use of line search methods which sample the R-factor
gradient within a well deﬁned region of parameter-space and attempt to converge on the
R-factor minimum. The current version of this routine used by the group at Warwick
University will now be described in brief; a fuller description of this method can be found
elsewhere [32].
The routine is base on a Quasi-Newton (BFGS) algorithm [33, 34]. In such meth-
ods a function, in this case the chi-square R-factor, is approximated with a quadratic
model which is then used to determine the position of the function’s minimum. This
quadratic model depends on both the gradient ∇h f (x ) at the sample point x and the
estimated Hessian B (a matrix of second derivatives). These quantities are used to de-
termine the search direction, and an iterative line search process is undertaken, with the
gradients calculated at each step used to update the estimated Hessian. The newest ver-
sion of the routine uses an improvement on this standard method which involves varying
the line search step size h as the optimisation proceeds [35]. The step size is initially
given a large value to ensure that low amplitude noise in f (x ) does not have the eﬀect of
mis-directing the search, with successive iterations adopting smaller values for h as the
search closes in on the minimum. This approach, called Implicit Filtering, is found to
be more robust in dealing with statistical variations in the R-factor function associated
with the use of Monte-Carlo methods in the VEGAS simulations. Hereafter this auto-
mated optimisation routine is referred to by the acronym IFFCO (Implicit Filtering for
Constrained Optimisation).
2.6 Supplementary experimental techniques
2.6.1 Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)
Low energy electron diﬀraction, more commonly referred to by its acronym LEED, is one
of the oldest surface science techniques, dating back to the early experiments of Davisson
and Germer [36], which provided the ﬁrst proof of the wave-like nature of the electron.
LEED has since become one of the most commonly used techniques in Surface Science
[37], providing both qualitative and quantitative information. This technique has been
used, whenever possible, to qualitatively characterise the systems studied in this thesis,
therefore a brief description of the technique will follow; far fuller descriptions are found
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in many texts, with the reader referred to the treatment given by Van Hove [38].
In LEED a collimated beam of electrons of energy in the range 20− 300 eV is
generated by an electron gun, and this beam is incident upon a surface of interest,
possessing a 2-dimensional periodicity deﬁned by the primitive lattice vectors a and b.
Electrons of these energies have characteristic wavelengths in the order of ∼ 1Å, this
value being the same order of magnitude as the interatomic distances in the solid target.
Thus the conditions for diﬀraction of the incident electrons by the surface atoms are
met. The surface speciﬁcity implied in the previous sentence arises due to the high
cross-section for both elastic and inelastic scattering of the incident electron, resulting
in a strong attenuation of the electron beam within the few atomic layers closest to the
solid/vacuum interface. If the wave-vector of an incident electron is k and that of the
diﬀracted electron k′, then considering the conservation of energy we have
|k′|2 = |k|2, (2.26)
and considering the conservation of momentum we arrive at
k′‖ = k‖ + ghk, (2.27)
where ghk represents the reciprocal net vector. Notice how only the wave-vector compo-
nents parallel to the surface are conserved. This is because the surface net only possesses
a periodicity parallel to the surface plane. The reciprocal lattice vector is given below as
ghk = ha
∗ + kb∗, (2.28)
where a∗ and b∗ are the translation vectors of the reciprocal lattice, found by
a∗ = 2π
b× n
A
b∗ = 2π
n× a
A
A = a · b× n. (2.29)
Here n is a unit vector normal to the surface. Thus constructive interference and the
associated diﬀraction beam occur when the change in the parallel component of the
electron wave-vector is equal to a reciprocal lattice vector characterised by the integers
h and k, with the resulting beam spot identiﬁed by this pair of integer values.
In a typical LEED apparatus, as shown in ﬁgure 2.10, the diﬀracted beams pro-
duced by the diﬀraction of the incident beam propagate through a ﬁeld-free region,
produced by grounding the ﬁrst of a series of hemispherical retarding grids, the subse-
quent grids being negatively biased, such that electrons not having undergone a purely
elastic collision are suppressed. The electrons ﬁnally encounter a ﬂuorescent screen held
at a voltage of 5 kV, which serves to accelerate the electrons to a degree suﬃcient to
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Figure 2.10: A schematic diagram of a standard LEED apparatus where the dotted arrows
show the path of the electrons and VE is electron source ﬁlament potential.
produce a visible beam spot. Thus the diﬀraction pattern produced can be considered a
scaled representation of the reciprocal surface net, and a quick visual inspection is often
enough to deduce the real-space surface net via an inversion of equations 2.29. LEED
has been extensively used in this thesis as a way to judge the degree of order on clean
transition metal single crystal surfaces, most often characterised by a set of diﬀracted
beams consistent with a (1× 1) periodicity of an unreconstructed surface. The sharp-
ness of the diﬀracted beam spots gives an indication of the degree of order in the surface
region. This technique has also served as a way to check the phase of adsorbate overlayer
structures.
2.6.2 Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)
Auger electron spectroscopy is a technique which takes advantage of the characteristic
‘Auger’ electrons emitted from surface atoms previously ionised by an incident electron
beam. Captured by a suitable energy analyser, these Auger electrons carry information
about the surface chemical composition; for this reason the technique has been used as a
judge of the cleanliness of the clean metal surfaces studied in this thesis. The interested
reader is directed to [39] for a detailed description of this technique but a brief description
is given below.
Auger electron spectroscopy typically involves a beam of electrons of energy
1− 10 keV incident on a sample, achieving penetration depths of ∼ 1µm. This will
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result in some ionisation of the target atoms via the production of a core hole, a hole
eventually ﬁlled by a more weakly bound electron, with the energy associated with this
transition lost in the form of an emitted photon, or as kinetic energy given to another
weakly bound electron. This latter process, referred to as the Auger eﬀect after its dis-
coverer, Pierre Auger, is much more common for core holes with a binding energy less
than ∼ 10 keV , and so the Auger electrons emitted from the sample can be detected
using a standard hemispherical electron analyser. Surface speciﬁcity arises from the fact
that the Auger electrons have a relatively low mean-free path, suﬀering a high level of
inelastic scattering. The energies of the detected Auger electrons depend primarily on
the binding energy of core level in which the hole was produced, an energy characteristic
of the particular atom involved. In each atom transitions involving a number of possible
energy levels will occur with varying probabilities; this gives rise to a unique ‘ﬁnger print’
of energy peaks for each atomic species in the collected spectrum. A typical Auger spec-
trum collected will contain peaks characteristic of transitions from several types of atom,
a handbook containing example spectra is then consulted enabling the identiﬁcation of
the atomic species present on the surface.
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Chapter 3
The structure of the Cu(410)-O
surface
3.1 Introduction
Vicinal single crystal surfaces (surfaces made up of low-index crystal planes separated
by atomic steps and kinks) have long been of interest due to the enhanced catalytic
activity [40] and the adsorption and desorption behaviour [41] evident on these surfaces
in contrast to simpler low-index single crystal surfaces. It is widely accepted that the
steps themselves play a dominant role in the behaviour of these surfaces, and as such
there have been many attempts to understand the atomic structure in these step regions.
These step regions tend to be characterised by increased structural relaxation relative to
the ideal bulk-like termination, due to the reduced coordination of the atoms at the step
sites.
The Cu(410)-O stepped surface is a particularly suitable surface for study with
medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) for a two main reasons:
1. A number of Cu surfaces vicinal to the (100) plane facet to form (410) regions as
a consequence of oxygen adsorption [42–48]; clear evidence that the Cu(410)-O
surface has a particularly low associated energy and is particularly stable.
2. Pronounced atomic roughening of the step edges [49, 50] in clean Cu(410) at room
temperature, a general problem with clean metallic vicinal surfaces, is found to be
alleviated by the adsorption of oxygen [49].
Thus, both the structural stability and the presence of well ordered steps make the
Cu(410)-O surface ideally suited for study by MEIS, as both factors lead to consistency
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over the large surface area probed by the ions, a prerequisite for elucidating quantitative
structural information.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
x
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[100]
[140]
Figure 3.1: Model of the Cu(410) surface shown in a perspective and a side-sectional
view. The side-sectional view is annotated with the directions of the principal axes,
major crystallographic directions and the atom row numbers as described in the text.
The smaller red spheres represent O atoms, and the larger spheres the Cu atoms.
The Cu(410)-O surface consists of (100) terraces separated by (001) steps, with
oxygen atoms located in nominally 4-fold coordinated hollow sites on the (100) ter-
races (ﬁg. 3.1).Half of these oxygen atoms occupy the 4-fold coordinated mid-terrace
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hollow sites, whereas the remaining oxygen atoms occupy reduced coordination hollow
sites at the terrace edge. A number of previous investigations have been based on STM
(scanning-tunneling microscopy) [43, 45, 51, 52], but several more quantitative studies
exist. These include an early scanned-angle mode photoelectron diﬀraction investiga-
tion [53], and more recently investigations utilising ion scattering [54] and surface x-ray
diﬀraction (SXRD) [55–57], with the results of some recent density functional theory
(DFT) calculations also reported [55]. The previous studies have focused on a number
of aspects of the structure, namely the adsorption site and layer spacing of the oxygen
atoms, the relaxation of the Cu atoms relative to their ideal bulk positions and whether
there is a missing Cu row on the (100) terraces. All of these questions are linked to the
Cu(100)(
√
2× 2√2)R45◦-O structure which forms on the singular Cu(100) surface (ﬁg.
3.2). It is now accepted that on this surface every fourth [001] row of Cu atoms in the
outermost layer is removed, leading to local geometries identical to those of the step
sites on the (410) surface [46, 58–61]. One key diﬀerence between these models shown
in ﬁgs. 3.1 & 3.2 is the fact that in the Cu(410)-O surface half of the O atoms occupy
unreconstructed 4-fold coordinated hollow sites in the mid step as opposed to the less
constrained O atoms at the step edge, whilst in the Cu(100)(
√
2× 2√2)R45◦-O model
all O atoms occupy the step edge site. The fact that the Cu(100)(
√
2× 2√2)R45◦-O
surface exhibits a missing Cu row at such O coverage had lead to the suggestion that
such a fourth row would also be missing from the Cu(410)-O surface, but this has been
shown to be inconsistent with the SXRD data [55]. Instead, it seems that the O atoms
lie in almost coplanar sites at the step edge on the Cu(410)-O, as is the case with the
Cu(100)(
√
2× 2√2)R45◦-O, but at the mid step sites on the Cu(410)-O the O atoms
sit above the surrounding Cu neighbour atoms, as has been found to be the case for low
coverages of O on Cu(100) [59].
The remaining question is that concerning the relaxations of the outermost Cu
atoms. The SXRD investigation has been the most detailed approach to this problem
so far, involving many distinct structural parameters. These parameters are deﬁned as
follows: Cu and O atoms are referred to by their row (atomic layer) number, where
each atomic layer is deﬁned with respect to the (410) surface plane (row 1 atoms are
those which are sited at the edge of the terrace). The ten outermost Cu atoms are
labelled in such a manner in ﬁgure 3.1, and clearly all of these atoms lie along a single
[001] atomic row parallel to the steps. Whilst one would expect atom movement parallel
to the steps to be constrained, movement both perpendicular and parallel (along the z
or [410] direction and along the x or [140] direction) to the (410) surface is likely to
occur. These movements would be largest concerning atoms in rows 1-4 which lie at
the surface. Working under the reasonable assumption that the atoms in rows below
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Figure 3.2: Side-sectional and perspective views of a Cu(100)(
√
2× 2√2)R45◦-O model,
with the smaller red spheres representing O atoms and the larger spheres the Cu atoms.
row 10 are constrained in their bulk sites, this leads to 20 distinct structural parameters
which describe the outermost Cu atom conﬁguration and 4 parameters which describe
the O atom positions. These 24 parameters can be reduced to only 16 if the smaller
parallel (x-axis) displacements of the atoms in rows 5-10 are assumed to be zero. It is
these 16 parameters which the previous SXRD study attempted to identify. This study
resulted in three distinct structural solutions being proposed, one based on the results
of the DFT calculations, and two based on optimised ﬁttings of the SXRD data using
applied constraints based on Lennard-Jones potentials (hereafter referred to as LJ1 and
LJ2). The structural parameter values corresponding to these three solutions are listed
in table 3.1.
In order that more light be shed on this structural problem, an investigation using
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medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) on the Cu(410)-O surface has been undertaken,
the description of which is the subject of the remainder of this chapter.
3.2 Experimental details
The experimental data were gathered at the national MEIS facility at the Daresbury
laboratory, UK. The Cu(410) sample was formed via spark-machining from a single
crystal Cu bar, followed by mechanical polishing using successively ﬁner grades of diamond
paste. This crystal was loaded into the ultra-high vacuum chamber system and within
a base pressure of ∼ 3.0× 10−10 mbar cleaned in situ via repeated sputtering with Ar+
ions and annealing to ∼ 500◦C. The sample was judged to be clean with reference to
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and the ‘split beam’ low energy electron diﬀraction
(LEED) pattern characteristic of clean Cu(410) [44]. The Cu(410) crystal was exposed
to molecular oxygen (O2) at a partial pressure of 2× 10−7 mbar for 12 minutes with
the sample held at a temperature of 300◦C. The resulting (410)(1× 1) LEED pattern
was as expected, with some brighter and sharper beams (missing or weaker in the clean
Cu(410) pattern) indicative of improved ordering of the step structure in the presence of
chemisorbed oxygen.
Upon transfer to the main scattering chamber (possessing a routine pressure of
2.0× 10−10 mbar), MEIS data were gathered using 100 keV H+ ions over a range of solid
scattering angles in six distinct incidence geometries (see ﬁgure 3.3) .The asymmetry
of the Cu(410)-O surface was utilised to gather data in both ‘up-step’ and ‘down-step’
directions, with the scattering plane in all cases perpendicular to the [001] direction along
the steps. In both of the up-step and down-step directions the ion beam was aligned
along three diﬀerent major crystallographic directions, the 〈110〉, 〈100〉 and 〈310〉, which
in an ideal bulk-like solid and without considering atom vibrations, illuminate 1, 2 and 3
(100)-type surface layers respectively.
The gathered MEIS data were reduced as described in chapter 2 to form block-
ing curves which relate the scattered ion yield to solid scattering angle. As described
previously (chapter 2), comparison of the MEIS blocking curves with simulated blocking
curves was achieved via the use of a reduced chi-squared R-factor. In the calculation of
such a R-factor, a key parameter is the scaling (or calibration) factor λ, used to nor-
malise the experimental backscattered ion yield to that of the simulated backscattered
ion yield (equation 2.23, page 21). An absolute determination of this calibration value
was achieved via the use of a reference sample, a Si(100) crystal shallowly implanted
with Cu atoms to a known concentration (3.12× 1015 atoms cm−2 with a precision of
±3%), established independently by conventional Rutherford backscattering.
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Figure 3.3: The six ion scattering geometries used in the MEIS experiment. The 〈110〉,
〈110〉 and 〈310〉 incidence directions illuminate 1, 2 and 3 (100)-type surface layers
respectively in a bulk continuation surface.
A brief description of the methodology involved in obtaining a scaling factor from
this reference sample is given below. In order to minimise any shadowing, and therefore
maximise the backscattered ion signal from the implanted Cu atoms, the reference sample
is ﬁrst aligned along the [211] direction (using the Si signal) and then moved +7◦ in
rotation, resulting in an incidence geometry devoid of any major channelling directions
(a so called ‘pseudo-random’ incidence geometry). Once the scattering signal from the
Cu atoms has been corrected for the angular dependence of the Rutherford cross-section,
the resulting bocking curve should be uniform with respect to scattering angle, and from
this a calibration value can be derived. This calibration value must be corrected for the
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diﬀering layer density of the Cu(410) surface and the diﬀerent incidence angles used, as
with each incidence angle a diﬀering area of the sample is illuminated by the ion beam.
In establishing the error value associated with the scaling factor λ a number of
other imprecisions must be added to the aforementioned error attached to the implanted
Cu concentration. One of these arises from the fact that the Cu blocking curves from
the reference sample exhibit a systematic decrease in the yield at more grazing scattering
angles, a fact which can be attributed to unwanted blocking eﬀects, even in the pseudo-
random incidence geometry. In addition, from previous experience of experimental results
from a range of crystalline solids, it is the case that errors can be introduced when
the scaling factor is transferred to diﬀerent geometries. This is perhaps due to slight
misalignments of the beam, sample and detector.
In consequence of these additional errors, in this work the scaling factors asso-
ciated with each of the geometries have been allowed to vary by up to ±10%. The
implications of this relaxed constraint on λ are discussed further in the next section.
3.3 Results and discussion
The experimental blocking curves obtained from the 6 diﬀerent incidence geometries,
the nominal 1-layer, 2-layer and 3-layer illuminations, both up-step and down-step, are
shown in ﬁgure 3.4. The backscattered ion yield is expressed in terms of visible (100)-
type layers. The λ calibration values used in displaying the data are ﬁxed and are
a best-estimate derived from the Cu implanted Si(100) reference sample. The major
crystallographic 〈110〉 direction is the one along which the Cu atoms are packed the
closest, as such the deepest blocking dips arise from atoms which exit the surface along
this direction. Scattering of this kind occurs at 90◦, 135◦ and 116.7◦ in the nominal 1, 2
and 3-layer illumination geometries respectively. In all cases the observed yield in these
dips is signiﬁcantly greater than that expected from 1 surface (100)-type layer. Much
of the additional layer visibility can be attributed to the thermal vibrations of the atoms
(of magnitude consistent with the sample being at room temperature), which leads to
imperfect shadowing of the lower layers and an increase in the backscattered ion signal.
In addition, small relaxations of the surface Cu atoms away from bulk-like positions will
similarly illuminate some lower layer Cu atoms. Further evidence for relaxation in the Cu
surface is provided by the fact that in all major experimental blocking dips, the dip minima
are displaced in angle from those expected from blocking along the bulk directions (such
as the angles quoted above).
Figure 3.4 also shows the results of a VEGAS simulation of the ideal bulk-
terminated structure, where the sub-surface atoms (those in rows 5-10 and the underly-
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Figure 3.4: Experimental 100 keV H+ ﬁxed-calibration blocking curves (grey squares)
obtained from the Cu(410)-O surface in the six diﬀerent incidence geometries shown in
ﬁgure 3.3 with the results of a VEGAS simulation in which all Cu atoms are assumed to
occupy ideal bulk-like sites. The O atoms are situated in 4-fold symmetric hollow sites at
heights of 0.06Å and 0.65Å at the step and terrace sites respectively (see ‘Bulk’ column
in table 3.1).
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ing bulk) have been assigned vibrational amplitudes derived from the Debye temperature.
The atoms in rows 1-4 have been given isotropic vibrational amplitudes with a
√
2 en-
hancement. The adsorbed O atoms are assumed to occupy 4-fold symmetric hollow sites
relative to the underlying substrate, at heights of 0.06Å and 0.65Å for the step and mid-
terrace sites respectively. These heights reﬂect those used in the combined SXRD/DFT
study [55]. It should be noted, however, that due to the fact that the O atoms are the
much weaker scatterers, their contributions to the Cu blocking curves are small and as
such their exact positions are not crucial in the interpretation of the simulated blocking
curves.
An examination of the diﬀerences between the experimental blocking curves and
those of the simulated bulk-like structure highlight the angular displacements of the
experimental blocking dips away from the bulk like position, and also the general increase
of experimental scattering yield in all geometries, both eﬀects evidence of some level of
surface relaxation. The proportional diﬀerence in yield is the largest in the 1 layer down-
step geometry. This is because the 1 layer illumination geometries, in particular the one
in the down-step direction, are the most sensitive to surface relaxations, meaning that
the predicted absolute scattering yields show a strong dependence on the smallest of
surface structure changes. It is however also true that these geometries show the largest
fractional yield change in response to changes in the surface vibrational amplitudes.
The increased sensitivity of the 1 layer illumination geometries to surface atom
vibrations and relaxations can be explained by the fact that in these geometries the
closest subsurface atoms shadowed by those in the surface layer lie only one inter-atomic
distance (in the case of Cu 2.56Å) away in the shadowing direction. At this distance
the shadow cone cast by the surface Cu atom is quite narrow (calculated to be 0.17Å
for the conditions in this experiment). This means that even small displacements from
the expected bulk position of the shadowed atom, both static and dynamic, will result
in these atoms contributing to the backscattered ion signal. In contrast in both the 2
and 3 layer illuminations the nearest shadowed atoms lie further from those atoms fully
illuminated by the incident beam, and so the shadow cone radius at these positions is
larger, and small displacements no longer increase the scattered ion signal. The eﬀect of
surface atomic vibrations on the expected yield is particularly evident in the case of the
1 layer incidence geometries, where in theory the expected yield in the double-alignment
geometry (ions exiting along the 〈110〉 type direction at a scattering angle of 90◦) is only
0.75 (100)-type layers, due to shadowing and blocking of the surface atoms in row 4, in
the down-step and up-step directions respectively. In fact, in both of these geometries,
the yield as predicted by the bulk-like VEGAS simulation is roughly double this expected
value, as shown in the major 1 layer blocking dips in ﬁgure 3.4. This two-fold increase
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is entirely attributable to the thermal vibrations of the atoms in the surface, indeed, if
the vibrational amplitude of the vibrations is greatly decreased, the resulting simulations
exhibit the yields predicted by the theory.
Although it is true that the scattered ion yield changes provide useful information
on the structural relaxations in the Cu(410)-O surface, it is generally the case with MEIS
that the shape of the blocking curves (including the dip positions) can provide more
reliable structural information. This is chieﬂy due to the uncertainty associated with
the scaling factor λ, as discussed previously, which itself is so crucial to any yield based
approach to elucidating structural information. The aforementioned ±10% uncertainty
which has been attached to λ in this experiment is by no means uncommon. For this
reason the absolute yields have been given secondary importance to the shape of the
blocking curves in the evaluation of diﬀerent structural models in this investigation.
This decision is reﬂected in the way in which the MEIS chi-square R-factors comparing
simulation and experiment have been calculated, as explained below.
The ﬁxed scaling factor λ for each geometry, derived from the reference sample,
has been allowed to independently vary for each geometry by up to ±10%, in such a
way as to minimise the overall yield discrepancy between the simulation and experimen-
tal blocking curves. In addition a ‘skew’ has been applied to the experimental blocking
yield across the scattering angle range, likewise chosen so as to enable a better match
between the experiment and theory, in this case in terms of the overall gradient on the
blocking curves. This skew is justiﬁed due to the fact that systematic variations in the
gradient of individual blocking curves, believed to be caused by sensitivity variations in
the MEIS detector, have been observed in the experimental blocking curves obtained in
many previous studies. The application of these corrections to the experimental block-
ing curves ensures that the remaining discrepancies between the experiment and theory
(those which are reﬂected in the R-factor) are those which arise from the diﬀering shapes
and magnitudes of the blocking features (our primary information). It should be obvi-
ous, however, that since it is the experimental blocking curves which are modiﬁed by
both of these corrections, it would not be practical or particularly informative to directly
compare the simulated blocking curves of multiple model structures with the corrected
experimental data on the same set of axes, as this data would be composed of several
slightly diﬀerent overlapping experimental blocking curves. For this reason, the exper-
imental blocking curves shown in the ﬁgures are the un-corrected version, lacking any
skew and retaining the ﬁxed λ scaling factor derived from the reference sample unless
speciﬁcally stated otherwise. With reference to the above method of R-factor calculation
the combined chi-square R-factor for the bulk-terminated structure shown in ﬁgure 3.4
for all six geometries is 5.20; the value for the more sensitive 1 layer geometries alone is
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actually higher, and is 6.75.
As a next step, a number of models from the combined SXRD/DFT study [55],
namely the previously mentioned LJ1, LJ2 and DFT models, were constructed and VE-
GAS simulated blocking curves produced. The structural parameter values associated
with these models are given in table 3.1, and the resulting blocking curves are shown in
ﬁgure 3.5. Experimental comparisons involving these three models resulted in a general
reduction in the R-factors for each individual geometry, and the combined R-factors for
all six geometries and for just the 1 layer illuminations all underwent a signiﬁcant re-
duction. Those models with the lowest R-factors were the LJ2 and DFT structures, for
which the total combined R-factors were 3.00 and 2.59 respectively, while the 1 layer
R-factors were 2.61 and 2.87 respectively. It is also noteworthy that in terms of the ab-
solute yield, VEGAS simulations for all of the models result in generally better agreement
with the ﬁxed calibration experimental data, although as discussed previously the quoted
R-factors fail to account for this. It is clear however, that no one of the three models
considered fully describes the experimental structure, and it is not immediately evident
as to which of the models even best describes the data. Therefore a series of structural
optimisations have been undertaken, in an attempt to ﬁnd a structure which provides a
better description of the MEIS data.
The structural optimisations were undertaken using the IFFCO optimisation rou-
tine, as described in chapter 2. As explained in the introduction section, it is possible
to describe the surface structure of the Cu(410)-O surface using 16 distinct structural
parameters, namely the displacements from bulk-like positions along the x and z axis for
atoms in the ﬁrst 6 (410)-type atomic rows, and a further set of z displacements for the
atoms in rows 7-10. Using the IFFCO routine to optimise 16 distinct structural param-
eters is a daunting task, particularly if one reasonably adds a further set of parameters
to describe the (potentially anisotropic) thermal vibrations of the diﬀerent surface and
near-surface atoms. In this case such an approach was soon found to be unrealistic, the
problems being both fundamental and computational. The fundamental problem is that
there may not be suﬃcient information contained within the six diﬀerent blocking curves
to uniquely deﬁne as many as 16 or more parameters, both structural and potentially
vibrational. The computational problem is due to the intractability of attempting to
search a box in 16 dimensional hyperspace for a single global minimum, which may not
even exist (due to the fundamental problem). Instead we have decided to focus on the
structural parameters which deﬁne the displacements along the z and x axis (perpen-
dicular and parallel to the Cu(410) surface) for the outermost Cu atoms in rows 1 to
4, namely those which form the step surface. In doing so we have also ﬁxed the vibra-
tional amplitudes of the surface atoms to a
√
2 enhancement of those of the sub-surface
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Figure 3.5: Experimental 100 keV H+ ﬁxed-calibration blocking curves (grey squares)
obtained from the Cu(410)-O surface in the six diﬀerent incidence geometries shown in
ﬁgure 3.3 with the results of a series of VEGAS simulations based on the LJ1, LJ2 and
DFT models proposed in the recent combined SXRD/DFT study [55] (see table 3.1 for
the structural parameters associated with these models).
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Row Atom Bulk LJ1 LJ2 DFT MEIS (best-ﬁt) MEIS (best-estimate)
Perpendicular (z) displacements (along [410] – see Fig. 3.1)
1 Cu 0 0.16 0.15 0.11 0.21 0.27± 0.10
1 O 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.39 (0.04)
2 Cu 0 0.24 0.27 0.27 0.10 0.08± 0.03
3 Cu 0 0.03 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10± 0.02
3 O 0.65 0.72 0.59 0.83 (0.59)
4 Cu 0 −0.12 −0.08 −0.06 0.17 0.16± 0.03
5 Cu 0 −0.10 −0.13 0.02 (−0.13)
6 Cu 0 0.03 0.10 0.05 (0.10)
7 Cu 0 −0.08 −0.10 −0.03 (−0.10)
8 Cu 0 −0.01 0.01 −0.01 (0.01)
9 Cu 0 −0.03 −0.05 0.03 (−0.05)
10 Cu 0 0.05 0.06 0.01 (0.06)
Lateral (x) displacements (along [140] – see Fig. 3.1)
1 Cu 0 −0.14 −0.10 −0.07 0.00 −0.11± 0.11
1 O 0 −0.56 0.06 0.09 (0.06)
2 Cu 0 0.16 0.17 0.14 −0.08 −0.05± 0.03
3 Cu 0 0.13 0.14 0.10 0.05 0.04± 0.03
3 O 0 0.11 0.20 0.27 (0.20)
4 Cu 0 0.05 0.02 0.03 −0.01 0.02± 0.03
5 Cu 0 0.06 0.01 0.01 (0.01)
6 Cu 0 0.05 0.06 0.04 (0.06)
Table 3.1: The atomic displacements (in Å), relative to an ideal bulk termination, with O
atoms occupying 4-fold symmetric adsorption sites, for the models from the recent com-
bined SXRD and DFT study [55], alongside the results of the MEIS optimisations. The
bracketed values are ones that have not been optimised and have remained unadjusted.
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atoms, neglecting both anisotropy and diﬀerent values for those atoms at the step edge.
Although the inclusion of such parameters might well result in a better match between
the simulation and experiment, it is unlikely that the optimised vibrational amplitudes
would couple strongly to the structural relaxation parameters which are the main focus
of this investigation. Even in the simpliﬁed situation involving the optimisation of only 8
distinct relaxation parameters, the computations still proved to be completely unfeasible,
and due to their increased sensitivity to the surface relaxations, the decision was made
to undertake the optimisation using only the two 1 layer illumination geometries. This
being said, earlier calculations involving incremental changes from the bulk-like structure
to those of the various models considered had made it clear that even in the 1 layer ge-
ometries the combined eﬀect of the many small subsurface relaxations was substantial,
both in terms of an increase in the absolute yield and angular shifts in some of the block-
ing dips. In order to include the eﬀects of deeper layer relaxations in the optimisation
process, four separate optimisations were conducted based on diﬀerent initial structures,
namely the simple bulk-like termination and the LJ1, LJ2 and DFT structural models,
with the Cu atoms in rows 1 to 4 free to vary in both the z and x directions, but with all
other parameters remaining ﬁxed. In all cases these optimisations resulted in a signiﬁcant
lowering of not only the combined 1 layer R-factors, but reassuringly the combined total
R-factors for all six geometries as well. Of the four diﬀerent optimisations, that which
had the initial LJ2 structure produced the both the lowest combined 1 layer R-factor at
1.23 and also the lowest total combined R-factor at 2.15. The structural parameters
associated with this model, both ﬁxed and optimised, are shown in table 3.1, where a
value within brackets is one which has not been optimised but has remained ﬁxed. The
comparison between this best ﬁt structure and the experimental blocking curves is shown
in ﬁgures 3.6 and 3.7, where the normal method of showing the un-skewed experimental
data with a ﬁxed λ scaling factor is employed in ﬁgure 3.6, whereas in ﬁgure 3.7 the
experimental data has been skewed and λ has been optimised. As such ﬁgure 3.7 best
shows the discrepancies and similarities upon which the R-factors, and hence the optimi-
sation itself in the case of the 1 layer geometries is based, but it is ﬁgure 3.6 which must
be used when comparing the optimised model with the other models in ﬁgures 3.4 and
3.5. As might be expected, ﬁgure 3.7 shows quite good agreement between experiment
and theory, but in addition ﬁgure 3.6 shows a signiﬁcant improvement in the overall yield
agreement in comparison to the combined SXRD/DFT models in ﬁgure 3.5 and an even
greater improvement in the case of the bulk-like terminated model in ﬁgure 3.4. This
yield change is particularly evident in the sensitive 1 layer down-step geometry.
As a test of the optimisation methodology adopted in this investigation, the
structure was re-optimised with the tolerance on the scaling factor λ reduced to±3%, and
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Figure 3.6: Experimental 100 keV H+ ﬁxed-calibration blocking curves (grey squares)
obtained from the Cu(410)-O surface in the six diﬀerent incidence geometries shown in
ﬁgure 3.3 with the results of a VEGAS simulation of the best-ﬁt structure (see table 3.1
for the associated structural parameter values).
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likewise again but in the next instance with ﬁxed scaling factors. While the signiﬁcant 1
layer geometry yield changes could be reproduced, the shape and location of the blocking
dips were in poor agreement with the experimental data, and yield discrepancies between
simulation and experiment in the 2 and 3 layer geometries also failed to improve. In the
light of these re-optimisations it is clear that the initial approach involving less weight
being given to absolute yield agreement was the correct one.
Before any discussion concerning the results of the MEIS structural optimisation
can be made, it is ﬁrst necessary to assign some measure of precision and conﬁdence to
each optimised structural parameter. The standard procedure for calculating the uncer-
tainties on a set of optimised parameters, involving R-factor curves for each parameter,
is explained in more detail in chapter 2. However, in the case of the present investi-
gation, which involves a large number of optimised parameters, some of which may be
coupled, it is by no means certain that the standard method is the best way of deﬁn-
ing the conﬁdence limits. In this investigation, therefore, an alternative approach has
been used, that is to ask how stable the optimised structural values are with respect to
those parameters which have remained ﬁxed (i.e. the sub-surface atom displacements
for the four diﬀerent initial structures). Table 3.1 shows the MEIS best-estimate opti-
mised structural parameter values, alongside those for the best-ﬁt structure, where the
best-estimate value represents an estimated mean value based on all four optimisations,
and the accompanying error is the scatter of these optimised parameter values.
It was found to be the case that the optimised parameter values for the four
optimisations were on the whole in good agreement, this is reﬂected in the generally
modest scatter values found in the MEIS best-estimate column in table 3.1. The same
table highlights, however, that there are some signiﬁcant diﬀerences between this study’s
optimised values and those which were found in the combined SXRD/DFT study. Most
notable of these is the displacement perpendicular to the surface of the Cu atoms in the
4th row, these atoms occupying the surface sites closest to the bottom of the steps. All
three models from the previous study favour an inward (negative) displacement for these
atoms, whereas in the current study an outward relaxation is the preferred result. As these
atoms can be considered second layer atoms with respect to the (100) terrace above, an
outward displacement of signiﬁcant magnitude might necessitate a similarly large outward
displacement of the row 1 Cu atoms, as it is these atoms which partially cover the row 4
atoms below. This study does ﬁnd that the Cu row 1 atoms prefer to sit further outwards
from their bulk positions than the same Cu atoms in the previous studies, by an amount
similar in magnitude to that of the row 4 atom displacement. In this respect, then, the
MEIS results are shown to be self-consistent. Another dissimilarity between the results
of this study and those of the previous investigations is in the relaxation of the row 2
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Figure 3.7: Experimental 100 keV H+ blocking curves (grey squares) calibrated with
freely optimised λ scaling factors and an overall ‘skew’ so as to better ﬁt the results of
a VEGAS simulation of the best-ﬁt structure (compare with ﬁgure 3.6).
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Cu atoms, which with the MEIS results are shown to undergo small shifts both outwards
from the surface and laterally towards the step edge. In contrast, these same atoms
are shifted laterally away from the step edge in the previous favoured models, and are
displaced outwards perpendicularly from the surface to a greater extent.
One of the largest discrepancies between the experiment and theory blocking
curves evident in ﬁgure 3.7 is that of the major blocking dip position in the 2 layer
illumination up-step geometry, at nominally 135◦, which corresponds to blocking along
the major 〈110〉 outgoing direction. One possible explanation for this is the fact that
in this geometry, in contrast to the optimised 1 layer down-step geometry the row 4
Cu atoms are fully illuminated by the 2 layer incidence beam. These atoms’ positions,
which as noted previously are in disagreement with the previous SXRD/DFT study, have
perhaps less eﬀect on the 1 layer down-step blocking curves, and as such the optimisation
may be less sensitive to these row 4 Cu atom displacements. On the other hand, VEGAS
simulations have shown that even in the 1 layer down-step geometry these row 4 Cu atoms
still receive a signiﬁcant amount of illumination, due to both relaxation and thermal
vibrations. As such the true picture is certainly more complex, and some blocking curve
discrepancies might only be resolved if all six geometries were simultaneously optimised.
The results found in this study should be compared with those of an earlier
ion scattering investigation by Coen et al. [54] of the Cu(410)-O surface. This MEIS
study was rather diﬀerent, using heavier 200 keV He+ ions incident in the [100] direction
only (normal incidence with respect to the (100) terraces, illuminating 2 (100) type
layers). Blocking curves, each consisting of one major blocking dip, were collected in two
geometries centred around the down-step [110] direction and the [011] direction within
the (100) terraces. This greatly reduced quantity of information, although treated with
very precise ﬁtting, had the eﬀect of constraining the type of structural models which
could be evaluated. Only perpendicular displacements (with respect to the (100) terraces)
of the outermost 4 Cu atom rows (rows 1 to 4 in ﬁgure 3.1) were considered, excepting
the step edge Cu atoms in row 1, which were allowed a ﬁxed lateral relaxation (in the
(100) plane) away from the step edge. The three models are outlined below:
1. Row 1 Cu atoms were displaced outwards from the surface by 0.25Å and laterally
away from the step edges by 0.185Å. Cu atoms in rows 2 to 4 remained in bulk-like
positions.
2. Cu atoms in rows 1 to 4 were displaced outwards from the surface by 0.12Å and
row 1 Cu atoms were displaced laterally away from the step edges by 0.185Å.
3. Row 1 Cu atoms were displaced outwards from the surface by 0.15Å and laterally
away from the step edges by 0.185Å. Cu atoms in rows 2 to 4 were relaxed
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outwards from the surface by 0.07Å.
The general trend of these results is indeed consistent with all of the results
shown in table 3.1, however the fact that the models tested by Coen et al. had such
heavy constraints make a more detailed comparison of the two experiments unrealistic.
It should also be noted that in the previous MEIS study it was concluded that there was
enhanced surface atomic disorder, this being simulated by signiﬁcantly increasing the
vibrational amplitudes of the surface atoms. In this way they were able to increase the
theoretically predicted yields to better match those of the experiment. In this work this
enhancement of the theoretical yield is achieved via the inclusion of sub-surface atom
relaxations as implied by the SXRD/DFT studies, without any need to assume increased
surface disorder, be it static or dynamic. This is consistent with the STM studies [49]
which show that the Cu(410)-O surface is in fact very well-ordered.
A comparison can be made between the relaxation parameters associated with the
Cu atoms in rows 1 and 2 in this investigation and the equivalent ‘edge’ and ‘centre’ row
Cu atom parameters in the Cu(100)(
√
2× 2√2)R45◦-O surface. In this structure the Cu
atoms adjacent to the missing rows, whose local environment matches the row 1 step edge
atoms in Cu(410)-O, have been found to be outwardly relaxed in a number of previous
studies. In two diﬀerent quantitative LEED studies these relaxations were 0.28Å [61] and
0.50Å [62], while a photoelectron diﬀraction investigation found a value of 0.21Å [59]
(although the latter involved a large associated error). These same studies found lateral
displacements of these atoms towards the missing Cu row (equivalent to away from the
step edge in the case of the Cu(410)-O) of 0.30, 0.10 and 0.29Å respectively. In another
study [46], this time using surface X-Ray diﬀraction (SXRD), where only the lateral
displacements were investigated, two alternative displacements of 0.25 and 0.31Å were
suggested. On the whole these displacements are rather larger than the equivalent ones
on the Cu(410)-O surface, as even though the perpendicular relaxations are of similar size
to those given in this MEIS study, the lateral relaxations are signiﬁcantly larger. In terms
of the ‘centre’ row on the Cu(100)(
√
2× 2√2)R45◦-O surface and its row 2 equivalent
in Cu(410)-O, a direct comparison is less meaningful, due to the fact that in the (410)
surface there are no lateral constraints on the Cu atoms, whereas symmetry arguments
in the case of the (100) surface imply lateral movements would be unfavourable.
3.4 Conclusions
The Cu(410)-O stepped surface has been investigated using medium energy ion scattering
(MEIS), using 100 keV H+ ions, in several geometries giving rise to six distinct blocking
curves. The asymmetry of the surface was exploited to enable data to be taken in both
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the ‘up-step’ and ‘down-step’ directions, which are equivalent directions with respect to
the (100) terraces, but possess a uniqueness on the (410) surface. A range of diﬀerent
structural models were tested by simulating the blocking curves via use of the VEGAS
computer code. These models involved sixteen distinct structural parameters which
together deﬁne the structure of the near surface region, furthermore eight structural
parameters corresponding to those atoms which lie directly at the surface were optimised
using the IFFCO optimisation routine. The results found in this study are in broad
agreement with those of a previous combined SXRD/DFT investigation, nevertheless,
some signiﬁcant quantitative diﬀerences remain. These results also show somewhat
smaller surface relaxations than those attributed by a number of previous studies to the
Cu(100)(
√
2× 2√2)R45◦-O ‘missing row’ structure, a structure related to that of the
Cu(410)-O surface by the similarities of the local atomic environments.
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Chapter 4
Methylthiolate induced lateral
distortion on the Cu(100) surface
4.1 Introduction
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), which can be formed by the interaction of n-alkanethiols
(CH3(CH2)n−1SH) with coinage metal (Cu, Ag and Au) surfaces have been intensively
studied for ∼ 20 years [63–67]. The formation of a SAM in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) is
most often achieved by introducing the n-alkanethiol in the gas phase to the metal sur-
face, whereupon, following deprotonation, the resulting thiolate (CH3(CH2)n−1S) bonds
to the metal surface via the S head-group, with the adsorbed molecules spontaneously
ordering into regular periodic structures. Such structures have a wide range of realised
and potential applications, such as electronic materials and chemical and biochemical
sensors (e.g. [68–70]), often involving the functionalisation of the end-group. The ma-
jority of the research conducted to date has been focused on the Au(111) surface, in
part due to the fact that such surfaces can be readily produced by physical vapour de-
position or sputtering, but also because the Au surface is particularly insensitive to other
species. There has, however, been a signiﬁcant amount of research directed at thio-
late SAMs formed on the Ag and Cu surfaces, although until recently there have been
very few quantitative structural studies. Nonetheless, there is now substantial evidence
that the adsorbed thiolates induce major reconstructions on the (111) surfaces of all
three coinage metals [71]. Of particular interest is the thiolate-induced modiﬁcation
of the Cu(111) surface, the ﬁrst surface to provide strong evidence for the aforemen-
tioned major reconstructions [72]. In this case the adsorption of the thiolate molecule
triggers a reconstruction of the outermost Cu atomic layer, which adopts a near-square
pseudo-(100) structure, with the S head-group bonding to the surface in four-fold coor-
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dinated hollow sites. This reconstruction has been characterised in great detail, not only
for methylthiolate (n = 1) [73, 74], but also for octanethiolate (n = 8) [75, 76]. The
adsorbate-induced pseudo-(100) surface reconstruction has additionally been observed
for a number of atomic adsorbates on Cu and Ni surfaces [77]. The most plausible ex-
planation for the occurrence of this reconstruction is that adsorption in the (100)-type
four-fold coodinated hollow site is much more energetically favourable than adsorption in
(111)-type 3-fold coordinated hollow site, to the extent that the energy barrier associated
with the creation of a pseudo-(100) reconstructed layer over a mismatched (111)-type
substrate layer can be overcome. Indeed, the results of a density functional theory study
[78] do ﬁnd that for methylthiolate adsorbed on Cu(111) and Cu(100), it is the four-fold
coordinated hollow site of the Cu(100) surface which has the greatest stability. How-
ever it is only more recently that direct quantitative support for the energetic advantage
of a pseudo-(100) reconstruction has been found, in the case of nitrogen adsorbed on
Cu(111) [79].
One implication of the argument stated above is that if an adsorbate occupies a
4-fold coordinated hollow site in a pseudo-(100) reconstructed surface, it should adsorb
onto the pure (100) face of that material in the same hollow site. This has been shown
to be true in the case of a number of n-alkanethiols [80–83], and additionally for two
aromatic thiols, namely benzenethiol [84] and 2-mercaptobenzoazole (MBO) [85]. There
is, however, an unusual aspect of the alkanethiolate induced pseudo-(100) reconstruction
on Cu(111), namely that the Cu-Cu neighbour spacing in the reconstructed layer is signif-
icantly (∼ 15%) greater than that in the Cu(100) surface, an aspect not evident in other
pseudo-(100) reconstructions, for which the inter-atomic spacings in the reconstruction
and the (100) face tend to be much more similar. In most cases the pseudo-(100) re-
constructed layer in a particular system is incommensurate with the substrate, or the two
posses a large commensurate mesh; as such the reconstructed layer might be expected
to adopt a periodicity which is not particularly constrained by that of the underlying
substrate. This is not the case with the unreconstructed Cu(100) surface, and so, con-
sidering the large inter-atomic spacing adopted in the pseudo-(100) reconstruction on
Cu(111), one might expect that the adsorption of alkanethiolate on the Cu(100) surface
would lead to considerable lateral compressive stress in the outermost surface layer. This
stress could lead to local surface strain, given an adsorbate structure periodicity which
would permit such movement. This local surface strain eﬀect on the Cu(100) surface
will be explored in the remainder of this chapter.
In all of the cases mentioned above in which a thiolate is adsorbed on the Cu(100)
surface, there exists a (2× 2) phase at a coverage of 0.25ML (see ﬁgure 4.1). In addition,
at higher coverages most of these systems show a c(2× 6) phase which can be thought
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[011] [010]
Figure 4.1: Plan view of the Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface, showing both the two perti-
nent azimuths and a superimposed square representing the (2× 2) unit mesh. The short
arrows highlight the proposed lateral outward radial displacements (shown here with a
value ∆xy = 0.15Å) of the Cu surface atoms surrounding the adsorbed methylthiolate
species.
of as a faulted c(2× 2) phase, with the extended periodicity being attributed to either a
periodic rumpling of the surface [86], or a periodic adsorbate vacancy array [82]. In fact
the c(2× 2) phase with the adsorbates situated in the 4-fold hollow sites is a common one
on face centred cubic (fcc) metal (100) surfaces. In this structure, which has a coverage
of 0.5ML, each metal surface atom lies midway between two adsorbate species, and
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therefore a radial outward lateral shift of each metal atom in order to relieve the local
compressive stress is not possible, as a movement in this manner from one adsorbate
species is a movement towards another. By contrast, in the lower coverage 0.25ML
(2× 2) phase, outward lateral relaxations as described above are permissible in terms of
the surface structure.
It is this (2× 2) phase in the Cu(100)-CH3S system which is the subject of
the current investigation, and the aim is to establish if such lateral relaxations oc-
cur. The medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) technique is particularly suited to
identifying adsorbate induced surface structural relaxations of the kind expected in the
Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S phase. Not only do small displacements of surface Cu atoms give
rise to shifts in the positions of the dips in the MEIS blocking curves, but small atomic
shifts away from the bulk like positions in selective incidence geometries give rise to an
enhanced scattering yield due to increased illumination of the lower substrate layers. It is
this latter aspect of MEIS which is exploited most in the work presented in this chapter.
4.2 Experimental details
The MEIS experiments upon which this chapter is based were taken at the national MEIS
facility at the Daresbury laboratory, UK. The Cu(100) single crystal sample used in this
study was formed via spark-machining from a single crystal Cu bar, followed by mechanical
polishing using successively ﬁner grades of diamond paste. Upon loading into the ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) chamber system at the facility, the sample was prepared and cleaned
in situ in the usual manner, involving repeated cycles of 1.5 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at
grazing incidence trajectories followed by annealing to ∼ 500◦C within a routine chamber
base pressure of ∼ 2.0× 10−10 mbar. The sample was judged to be well-ordered and free
from contaminants when a (1× 1) LEED pattern with sharp spots was observed, and
Auger electron spectra obtained from the sample showed only the peaks expected from a
clean Cu surface. The Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S system was prepared by exposing the clean
Cu(100) surface to dimethyldisulphide (DMDS - (CH3S-SCH3)), which breaks up in the
presence of metal surfaces to form two methylthiolate species, via the scission of the S-S
bond, which then bond to the surface through the S head-group. The DMDS liquid,
placed within a glass ampoule, was mounted onto an externally pumped line attached
to the MEIS preparation chamber, and was puriﬁed by means of several freeze/thaw
pumping cycles. This allowed the DMDS to be introduced in vapour form to the sample
in the preparation chamber via a leak valve. The sample, being held at room temperature,
was then exposed to a DMDS partial pressure of 1.0-2.0× 10−6 mbar. This resulted in
total exposures in the range 3.6-7.2× 10−3 mbar · s. As thiolate SAMs are known to be
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susceptible to electron-beam radiation damage, LEED was only used on the surface after
the MEIS measurements, at which time a clear (2× 2) pattern was observed. Despite the
high exposures used, no LEED spots indicative of the high-coverage c(2× 6) phase were
seen. In the 100 keV H+ ion MEIS spectra taken on the dosed surface, relative intensities
of the S and Cu energy peaks taken in the surface-speciﬁc ‘double alignment’ geometry
([110] incidence, [110] exit) indicated a S coverage of between 0.31ML and 0.36ML.
Although these values are somewhat higher than the expected 0.25ML coverage for the
(2× 2) phase, they are signiﬁcantly lower than the 0.5ML expected for the c(2× 6)
high-coverage phase.
MEIS blocking curves using 100 keV H+ ions were obtained for both the clean
Cu(100) surface and the Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S system in such a manner as to limit the
total ﬂux on a particular region of the sample to 4µC (expressed in terms of the ‘drain
current - see chapter 2 for a more detailed description). In taking such a precaution, no
evidence was seen in either the MEIS data or the subsequent LEED pattern of ion beam
induced damage to the surface region. As is usual, the blocking curves for both the clean
and methylthiolate-(2× 2) surface represent the scattered ion yield from the surface Cu
atoms. Despite the fact that the signal from the S scattering was suﬃcient to extract
some surface stochiometry information, the low number of detected ion counts precluded
the possibility of producing S blocking curves. These low scattering ﬂuxes are typical of
a target atom such as S with a relatively low scattering cross-section (which scales with
the square of the target atomic number, Z ). For the same reason, it is not possible to
measure blocking curves with meaningful statistics using the scattered ion signal from
both the H and C atoms in the methylthiolate species, for which the cross-sectional
dependence problem is even more severe.
The experimental blocking curves were obtained in three distinct ion incidence
geometries, namely along the [110] direction and the [100] direction in the [010] azimuth,
and along the [211] direction in the [011] azimuth. These geometries are shown in ﬁgure
4.2, with the two azimuths also deﬁned in ﬁgure 4.1. With reference to ﬁgure 4.2, it
is clear that in the [110] incidence direction the ion beam would illuminate only the
outermost Cu layer in the absence of any Cu atom displacements or thermal vibrations,
as the atoms in the deeper layers are shadowed by those in the surface layer. As such
this incidence geometry is referred to as a one layer illumination. Similarly, the two other
incidence geometries are both 2 layer illuminations. Note that in both azimuths shown in
ﬁgure 4.2, half of the atoms shown are in a diﬀerent scattering plane than those shown in
front. In the case of the [010] azimuth, those atoms in the plane behind are in equivalent
positions (with respect to the incident ions) to those in the plane in front, and as such
one need only consider the front-most plane when considering ion beam illumination.
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Figure 4.2: Side views of the [010] and [011] azimuthal scattering planes of the
Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface showing the ion incidence and major bulk blocking exit
directions utilised in this medium energy ion scattering study.
By contrast, for the [011] azimuth, the atoms in the rearmost plane are those in the
even numbered layers (2nd, 4th, etc.), whilst those in front are atoms in odd numbered
layers. Thus in the [211] incidence geometry 2 layers are fully illuminated by the ion
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beam, even though in each scattering plane any subsurface layer is shadowed by the
layer above. Choosing geometries which fully illuminate very few layers ensures that any
lateral displacements of the surface atoms leads to a loss of shadowing of the deeper layers
and consequentially an experimentally observable increase in the scattered ion yield. In
practice, the thermal vibrations of the Cu atoms ensure that some atoms in lower layers
are illuminated even with structural models in which all atoms occupy bulk-like positions.
Nevertheless, the incidence geometries in this experiment, in particular that of the [110]
1 layer illumination, show a high degree of sensitivity to surface relaxations.
As with all MEIS experiments, determination of the scaling factor λ, which en-
ables the experimental scattered ion yield to be expressed in terms of the number of
visible atomic layers, is of key importance. As is usual, a reference sample of Si(100)
shallowly implanted with Cu atoms to a known concentration was used to calibrate the
backscattered ion yield (ﬁnd a value for λ) for the blocking curves obtained from the
clean and dosed Cu(100). A more detailed description of the methodology involved in
the use of this reference sample to calculate λ scaling factor values is given in chapter
3. An important concern when obtaining a λ value in this manner is that of the error
attached to λ, which is normally estimated to have a value of ±10%. However, since it
is the relative differences in the scattered ion yield of the clean and thiolate covered sur-
faces that are of interest in the current study, the λ values extracted from the reference
sample were reﬁned via the matching of the clean surface experimental yield to that of
a VEGAS simulation of the clean surface.
4.3 Results and discussion
Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 show the experiment blocking curves for both the clean Cu(100)
surface and the Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S, along with the results of VEGAS simulations for
a number of diﬀerent structural models. In both the [211] (ﬁgure 4.3) and [110] (ﬁg-
ure 4.5) geometries there is a clear increase in the scattered ion yield when comparing
the clean and dosed surface blocking curves. Both eﬀects can be attributed to adsor-
bate induced surface Cu atom displacements, which must be greater than any small Cu
atom displacements expected on the clean surface. By contrast, in the [100] incidence
geometry the scattering yield remains almost unchanged upon the adsorption of the
methylthiolate species. With reference to ﬁgure 4.2 we are reminded that in this nominal
2 layer illumination the ions are incident along the surface normal, and as such one would
expect any overall scattering yield change in this geometry to reﬂect only lateral atom
movements, because any perpendicular movement of the atoms would not result in any
increase in the illumination of the subsurface layers. This is in contrast to the other
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the experimental blocking curves for both the clean Cu(100)
and Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surfaces in the [211] incidence geometry, with the results of
various simulated models exploring the eﬀects of surface relaxation, including both radial
lateral movement (∆xy) and perpendicular movement (∆z) of the surface Cu atoms.
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two geometries, in which we are in principle sensitive to Cu surface atom movements
both parallel and perpendicular to the surface plane. Indeed this [100] normal incidence
geometry was selected as a potential way to distinguish between the two diﬀerent types
of surface Cu atom movement. Given the lack of a signiﬁcant change in the Cu scat-
tering yield in this geometry, this might be taken at ﬁrst glance to be evidence of a
lack of lateral Cu atom relaxation. However, the VEGAS simulations show that upon
the adsorption of the thiolate adlayer, the expected yield change from that of the clean
surface actually decreases in the absence of any Cu atom displacements, simply due to
the eﬀects of some shadowing by the S head-group atoms. In the light of this fact, the
lack of any yield change in the [100] geometry upon the addition of the adsorbate can in
fact be regarded as evidence of some Cu atom movement parallel to the surface due to
the increased subsurface illumination. Therefore we take this result as evidence of lateral
surface distortion on the Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface.
In each panel in the ﬁgures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, the results of a VEGAS simulation of
the clean Cu(100) surface are presented. As mentioned previously, it is these simulated
blocking curves which have been used to ﬁne-tune the absolute yield calibration. The ﬁnal
λ scaling factor value derived in this manner is therefore inﬂuenced by both the amplitude
of the thermal vibrations and the surface relaxation values used in the clean VEGAS
model. The root-mean-square (rms) vibrational amplitudes in the subsurface layers were
set to 0.079Å (consistent with the bulk Debye temperature), with the vibrations in the
surface layer enhanced (isotropically) by a factor of
√
2. The outermost inter-layer spacing
was contracted by 2.4%, whilst the spacing between the 2nd and 3rd atomic layers was
expanded by 1%. These surface relaxations are those found in an earlier study of the clean
Cu(100) surface using MEIS [87], values similar to those obtained in a number of LEED
studies (e.g. [88, 89]). The isotropic surface layer rms vibrations used are representative
of the typical values found in a range of surface studies. The aforementioned MEIS
study [87] found larger surface vibrational enhancements ( ∼ 80%), but the eﬀect of this
enhancement on the scattering yield was somewhat oﬀset by the inclusion of correlated
vibration eﬀects. In this same study evidence was found for an unusual anisotropy within
the surface vibrations, the vibrational amplitude parallel to the surface plane being found
to exceed that in the perpendicular direction. Due to the fact that the focus of this
study is the relative yield change upon adsorption of the methylthiolate species, the
exact parameter values used in the modelling of the surface vibration eﬀects are not
crucial, although some consideration of possible adsorbate-induced changes to the surface
vibrational amplitudes is necessary.
The ﬁrst set of simulated models exploring possible thiolate-covered surface re-
constructions have their blocking curves presented in the upper-left panel in each of
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the experimental blocking curves for both the clean Cu(100)
and Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surfaces in the [100] incidence geometry, with the results of
various simulated models exploring the eﬀects of surface relaxation, including both radial
lateral movement (∆xy) and perpendicular movement (∆z) of the surface Cu atoms.
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the three incidence geometry ﬁgures (ﬁgures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5). In these simulations all
layer-spacing values were set to those of the bulk, and the thermal vibrational ampli-
tudes were those used in the simulation of the clean surface, with the characteristic
√
2
enhancement in the surface layer. Three diﬀerent values for the (outward) radial lateral
relaxation of the surface Cu atoms around the S head-group (∆xy) are explored, namely
no such relaxation at all (∆xy = 0.00Å) and values of ∆xy = 0.10Å and ∆xy = 0.15Å.
These simulations include the shadowing and blocking eﬀects of the S head-group atoms
located within the 4-fold hollow sites, giving rise to the (2× 2) surface periodicity and
its adsorbate coverage of 0.25ML. The S atoms are situated at heights of 1.37Å above
the surface plane, these values reﬂecting those found in one of the previous studies [81].
The calculations do not consider the scattering of the C and H atoms of the methylth-
iolate due to the weak nature of this scattering and the fact that they are not located
in the high-symmetry sites in which they would need to sit in order to shadow or block
ions scattering from nearby Cu atoms. In such a system it should be noted that the
simulated blocking curves corresponding to the case of ∆xy = 0.00Å in this ﬁrst panel
are those which show the scattering yield expected in a bulk-terminated structure with
no increased illumination due to any Cu atom structural movements, although including
the inﬂuence of shadowing by the S head-group atoms lowers this yield. In all cases these
simulations therefore show a decrease in the expected Cu scattering signal from that of
the clean surface, the largest of which is in the [100] geometry (ﬁgure 4.4). The much
smaller scattering yield decrease in the other two geometries can be mainly attributed to
the reduced S shadowing in these geometries due to the fact that the S atoms do not
occupy bulk-like sites in terms of their heights above the surface. As the [100] geometry
is insensitive to this height mismatch, the S atoms will fully shadow one quarter of all the
‘chains’ of Cu atoms perpendicular to the surface. Because the experimental data do not
show this predicted decrease in yield in the 2 layer [100] illumination, we can infer that
some lateral movement of the Cu atoms has occurred, in a manner consistent with the
large observed experimental yield increase in the other two geometries. The changes in
the experimental scattered ion yield upon methylthiolate adsorption appear to be consis-
tent in all three geometries with a value for ∆xy in the range 0.10-0.15Å. A point worth
stressing is that the diﬀering yield changes in each of the incidence geometries’ simulated
blocking curves are the result of the same change in the surface relaxation parameters.
This eﬀect can be attributed to the diﬀering widths of the shadow cones cast in equiva-
lent subsurface layers in each of the three geometries. These diﬀering widths are due to
the diﬀerent inter-atomic distances along the ion incidence trajectories in each of these
geometries. As the shadow cone broadens as a function of distance, so the subsurface
atoms which lie closest to the surface shadower atom in the direction of the ion beam
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receive a greater illumination as a consequence of both a small surface atom displace-
ment and the rms thermal vibrations of the two atoms in question. Furthermore it is
noteworthy that the scales on the ordinate axes diﬀer in the three geometries, giving rise
to an additional apparent diﬀerences in yield. This eﬀect is most evident in the case of
the [100] incidence, a nominally 2 layer illumination with a particularly large blocking dip,
for which seemingly small yield changes are in fact somewhat larger when one considers
the yield scale on the ordinate axis.
In order to further explore the Cu surface relaxation, the second set of panels on
the upper right in ﬁgures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 shows the dosed surface simulations which
result from an outward 0.1Å perpendicular relaxation, in addition to the various lateral
relaxations. The eﬀect of this added perpendicular relaxation on the adsorbate-induced
yield change is relatively small, however it does result in some angular shifts in the
blocking dips, resulting in a signiﬁcantly better ﬁt between experiment and theory. This is
most evident in the case of the [120] blocking dip within the [110] incidence geometry, but
also in that of the [111] exit direction with [211] incident ions, with a further improvement
in ﬁt also observed in the [100] incidence geometry at a scattering angle of 120◦. From
these results one can infer therefore that the lateral radial shifts of the Cu surface atoms
are accompanied by a perpendicular outward displacement of a similar magnitude. This
outward relaxation which accompanies the lateral movement of the Cu atoms is consistent
with a ‘hard-sphere’ atom model, in which the surface atoms ‘ride up’ on the underlying
layer upon moving away from their hollow site bulk-like position. This simple model
is, however, clearly inconsistent with the radial nature of the shifts, which forces the Cu
surface atoms to lie closer than the hard-sphere separation to each other within the plane
of the surface.
As a ﬁnal exploration of the possible adsorbate-induced modiﬁcation of the
Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface, the eﬀect of changing the surface vibrations of the dosed
surface is presented in the lower left panel in ﬁgures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. A possible conse-
quence of strong chemisorption is a stiﬀening of the Cu surface atom bonds (these atoms
no longer exist at the vacuum interface), and as such one might expect a reduction in
the usual vibrational amplitude enhancement of these Cu atoms. In order to test the
consequences of this possibility the simulations presented in the ﬁrst panel, i.e. those
without the perpendicular relaxation, were repeated with the usual
√
2 surface vibrational
enhancement removed, so that the Cu surface atoms possessed the same vibrations as
those in the underlying substrate. In all cases the adoption of bulk-like surface vibrations
leads to a reduction in the simulated scattering yield, particularly so in the case of the
unrelaxed model. This is understandable if one considers the fact that the shadow cone
radius is only 0.17Å at the Cu-Cu nearest neighbour distance behind the shadowing atom.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the experimental blocking curves for both the clean Cu(100)
and Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surfaces in the [110] incidence geometry, with the results of
various simulated models exploring the eﬀects of surface relaxation, including both radial
lateral movement (∆xy) and perpendicular movement (∆z) of the surface Cu atoms.
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Surface vibrations that are enhanced from 0.079Å by a factor of
√
2 to 0.112Å leads
to a signiﬁcant loss of shadowing in the case of the unrelaxed surface, and correspond-
ingly a larger yield. When this surface vibrational enhancement is removed the 0.079Å
rms vibrational amplitudes are much smaller than the shadow cone radius, dramatically
reducing the visibility of the Cu atoms directly behind those in the surface. However, if
the surface Cu atoms are relaxed laterally by up to 0.15Å, a value comparable with the
shadow cone radius, the subsurface visibility is increased to a large extent, irrespective
of the size of the surface vibrational amplitudes, and so the same reduction in the
√
2
enhancement has less eﬀect on the scattering yield. In the light of the results shown in
this ﬁnal panel we deduce that if adsorbate-induced reductions in the surface vibrational
amplitudes do occur, the implied lateral relaxation needed to reproduce the observed
yield change is somewhat larger, but perhaps no more than 0.05Å.
Having established the likelihood of both a small radial lateral relaxation and
a similar perpendicular outward movement, and having shown that a small reduction
in the usual surface vibration enhancement is quite reasonable, an optimisation of the
Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface structure was undertaken using the automated IFFCO
ﬁtting routine. This optimisation was implemented in order to quantify the various
structural parameters and so as to attach some conﬁdence limits to the resulting best-ﬁt
structural values. The basic description of this routine and the methodology of its general
use have been outlined previously (chapter 2). It is usual when using this routine to allow
the λ scaling factors used in the calibration of the experimental yield to independently
vary by up to ±10% in each scattering geometry, a number reﬂective of the conﬁdence
normally attached to these experimentally derived λ values, as discussed in the previous
section. However, given the use of the clean surface simulations as a ﬁne-tuning of
these values, and the importance of the relative adsorbate-induced yield change to this
argument, in the present case of this optimisation, λ was ﬁxed. This ensured an optimised
model with a yield change consistent with all models previously considered in this study.
The optimum values found using this approach were∆xy = 0.12Å, ∆z = −0.08Å and an
rms surface vibrational amplitude of 0.103Å, a value only slightly less than the standard√
2 enhancement used throughout this investigation. These values are quite similar to
those estimated in a more approximate manner using the original set of simulated models.
A formal method for estimating the precision on a parameter optimised in this
way involves the calculation of a MEIS R-factor, used to quantify the ‘goodness of ﬁt’
between experiment and theory in the optimisation routine, for various values of each
parameter, moved away from the optimised value in a step-wise fashion with all other
parameters remaining ﬁxed at their optimised values. From a polynomial ﬁt of the
resulting ‘R-factor plots’ the error attached to each parameter can be estimated, in the
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manner described in chapter 2. These R-factor curves are shown in ﬁgure 4.6. Using this
approach the error on the lateral shift parameter, ∆xy, has a value of ±0.02Å,with the
error on the surface vibrational amplitude similarly found to be ±0.01Å. With reference
to ﬁgure 4.6 these best-ﬁt values occupy a well deﬁned minimum within their respective
dimensions of the ‘parameter space’ considered. However, the ∆xy dip possesses a clear
asymmetry, implying an asymmetry in the conﬁdence limits of this optimised parameter.
Using an asymmetric ﬁt based around the optimal minimum R-factor value merely results
in the parameter conﬁdence limit in the outward radial lateral direction being increased
slightly, and that in the inward direction being similarly reduced, however the error values
calculated using this approach do not diﬀer, when quoted to one signiﬁcant ﬁgure, from
the initial error estimate of ±0.02Å. The situation is more complicated in the case of
the perpendicular shift ∆z, with the minimum R-factor optimised value of ∆z = −0.08Å
accompanied by a second minimum at a value of −0.01Å. The R-factor associated with
this small outward shift is only slightly larger than that associated with the optimised
value. Under the formal error approach this results in a value for ∆z of 0.04± 0.08Å.
The more subjective assessment based on the simulated models in the previous ﬁgures,
however, favoured a signiﬁcant outward relaxation as its inclusion resulted in shifts in the
simulated dips such as to better match those of the experiment. It is therefore clear that
using the automated ﬁtting approach, along with the ﬁxing of the experiment/theory yield
calibration, results in an insensitivity to these perpendicular movements. One downside
of the R-factor plot based method of error calculation is that there is no allowance for the
possibility of parameter coupling, e.g. a change in the value of ∆z aﬀecting the optimal
value of ∆xy. Given this shortcoming, and the ambiguity surrounding the optimised value
for ∆z, the R-factor curves were reproduced with ∆z set to −0.01Å, but under these
circumstances the new R-factor curves showed little change, with the optimal value and
precision estimate for ∆xy remaining unchanged. This result implies very little parameter
coupling between the ∆z perpendicular surface displacements and the ∆xy lateral radial
surface movements, and increases the conﬁdence in the verity of the 0.12± 0.02Å value
attached to ∆xy.
Based on the results of both the initial analysis of the range of simulations in
ﬁgures 4.3 to 4.5, and the IFFCO structural optimisation, it is clear that the MEIS
data provide ﬁrm evidence for a lateral radial displacement of the surface Cu atoms
around the S head-group atoms of the adsorbed methylthiolate species, estimated to
be 0.12± 0.04Å, and that this lateral movement is accompanied by an outward surface
layer relaxation of 0.08± 0.04Å. The precision estimate is a more conservative one in the
case of the ∆xy parameter than that provided by the R-factor plot method, but is more
generous for ∆z, acknowledging the clearly improved ﬁtting of the blocking dips observed
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Figure 4.6: R-factor plots for the ∆xy lateral shift, ∆z perpendicular relaxation and
surface vibrational amplitude set of parameters which were optimised using the IFFCO
routine. The black squares represent the calculated R-factors as a function of diﬀerent
parameter values, and the red lines a 2nd order polynomial ﬁt to these data, from which
the error attached to each parameter can be estimated. The blue lines represent an
asymmetric ﬁt about the optimised parameter value.
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upon the addition of a signiﬁcant outward surface relaxation. The only theoretical study
of the Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface [78] found values for these displacements which are
only slightly smaller, namely a value in the range 0.04− 0.09Å for the lateral shift and a
magnitude of between 0.05− 0.08Å for the outward relaxation of the surface Cu atoms.
It is a point worth mentioning that in the case of MEIS the ion beam averages over an
equal number of displacements of the opposite sign within the scattering plane, and as
such it is impossible to distinguish between an outward lateral movement away from the S
head-group or an inward one of the same magnitude. It is clear, however, that the changes
seen upon adsorption are consistent with an outward radial displacement. Moreover, as
the MEIS technique averages over the whole surface, including any disordered regions, an
independent determination of this eﬀect by a conventional diﬀraction technique which is
sensitive to only the surface structures which exhibit long-range order would be ideal as a
complimentary method to provide independent conﬁrmation of the surface modiﬁcation.
In order to place the results of this MEIS study in a slightly wider context, it is
worth comparing the Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface with its accompanying lateral sur-
face distortion with the structure adopted in the Cu(100)(2× 2) phase formed by the
adsorption of 0.25ML of atomic sulphur. Whilst the Cu(100)S system includes the
common low coverage (2× 2) phase, at higher coverages no simple 0.5ML c(2× 2)
phase forms, in contrast to the case of S adsorbed on Ni(100), for which both 0.25ML
(2× 2) and 0.5ML c(2× 2) phases exist with the S atoms occupying the 4-fold coor-
dinated hollow sites [77]. In this respect the Cu(100)(2× 2)-S system is similar to the
Cu(100)/methylthiolate case, with the lack of a simple c(2× 2) phase perhaps indica-
tive of S-induced surface compressive stress. This would suggest that a similar outward
lateral radial movement around the hollow site S adatom might occur, and although
an initial study using energy-scan photoelectron diﬀraction concluded in favour of in-
ward radial movements of 0.05Å [90], subsequent more detailed experiments based on
quantitative LEED [91, 92], surface X-ray diﬀraction [93] and MEIS [94] challenged this,
ﬁnding outward relaxations in the range 0.02− 0.04Å. The original energy-scan pho-
toelectron diﬀraction data was eventually re-analysed, leading to a revised conclusion
which favoured an outward movement of 0.04Å. It seems clear then, that an outward
lateral displacement occurs in the Cu(100)(2× 2)-S system, mirroring our result on the
Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface, but that this movement is very much smaller.
4.4 Conclusions
A medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) experiment using 100 keV H+ ions has been
carried out on the Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface, in order to explore any distortions of
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the Cu surface induced by the adsorbed methylthiolate species. The existence of the
methylthiolate induced pseudo-(100) reconstruction on the Cu(111) surface, with a Cu-
Cu spacing 15% larger than that of Cu(100), has led to the prediction of considerable
adsorbate-induced stress in the 0.25ML methythiolate (2× 2) phase. It is suggested
that this stress may result in a local strain characterised by radial lateral expansions
of the Cu atoms surrounding the 4-fold hollow site occupied by the thiolate. MEIS
blocking curves were obtained for both the clean and thiolate dosed (2× 2) phase in three
distinct incidence geometries along the [110],[110] and [110] crystallographic directions
respectively. Changes in the scattered ion yield in these three geometries have been shown
to be consistent with a lateral radial Cu atom expansion of 0.12± 0.04Å, whilst the
angular positions of the blocking dips indicate that an additional perpendicular outward
surface movement of 0.08± 0.04Å occurs.
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Chapter 5
Methylthiolate induced
modification of the Au(111)
surface
5.1 Introduction
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkylthiolate (CH3(CH2)n−1S) molecular chains
adsorbed on the Au(111) surface have long been a subject of great scientiﬁc interest,
primarily due to the use of such SAM systems in range of technological applications,
(e.g. [68–70]), but also due to the ease with which the Au(111)/SAM surface can
be prepared, both under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions and in the liquid phase.
However, despite the extensive range of studies conducted on these systems [63–67],
the structure of the thiolate/Au interface remains in doubt [71]. It is well established
that the thiolates bond to the surface through the S head-group, and that two diﬀerent
structural phases exist at the saturation coverage of 0.33ML, having periodicities of
(
√
3×√3)R30◦ and (3× 2√3)rect., with the latter phase being often referred to in
the literature as a c(4× 2) superlattice of the (√3×√3)R30◦ surface mesh. It would
seem that the shortest alkyl chains, in particular methylthiolate (n = 1), will only adopt
surface structures with the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ periodicity, whereas for longer alkyl chains
the two phases appear to coexist.
The majority of the earliest structural studies of the Au(111)/alkylthiolate sys-
tems have been based on theoretical total-energy calculations, with a particular focus
on the methylthiolate species, due to the small size of the molecule and the associated
reduction in the diﬃculty of the calculations. These studies, which assumed the thiolate
covered surface to be unreconstructed, consistently found in favour of a thiolate S head-
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group adsorption in either the 3-fold coordinated hollow sites [95–98], the 2-fold coordi-
nated bridge sites [99–101], or a site approximately halfway between the two [102, 103].
These studies were subsequently challenged by two independent experimental determina-
tions of the Au(111)(
√
3×√3)R30◦-CH3S structure, using energy-scanned photoelec-
tron diﬀraction (PhD) [104] and normal incidence X-ray standing waves (NIXSW) [105],
both of which indicated that the the S head-group adsorbed in an atop site. This apparent
inconsistency can be reconciled if the adsorbed thiolate induces a surface reconstruction
on Au(111), but the exact nature of the surface structure formed remains controver-
sial. Two rather diﬀerent models for the reconstructed Au(111)/thiolate surface have
been proposed, namely the Au-adatom-dithiolate model (AAD), and the Au-adatom-
monothiolate model (AAM), shown in ﬁgure 5.4 in section 5.3.2 on page 75. In the AAD
model, proposed on the basis of scanning-tunnelling microscopy (STM) results [106],
two thiolate species bond atop Au(111) surface atoms, on either side of an Au adatom
which occupies a bridge site. Based on further NIXSW experiments of the high coverage
phases of a range of alkythiolates of varying chain lengths (n = 1 to n = 8), the AAM
model was proposed [107]. This involves a single thiolate bonded atop an Au adatom
which itself occupies a 3-fold coordinated hollow site. In the case of the (
√
3×√3)R30◦
phase these adatoms are situated in ‘fcc’ hollow sites (hollows directly above Au atoms
in the third atomic layer of the substrate), whereas in the (3× 2√3)rect. phase the
adatoms reside in both the fcc hollows and the ‘hcp’ hollows (directly above Au atoms
in the second layer).
Although there are a few theoretical studies which support the AAM model (e.g.
[108]), most more recent studies favour the AAD model due to the higher energy cost
associated with creating an AAM structure, as this involves the creation of twice as
many Au adatoms as the AAD structure (e.g. [109]). More recent experimental in-
vestigations using photoelectron diﬀraction [110, 111] and near-edge X-ray absorption
ﬁne structure (NEXAFS) [110, 112] fail to distinguish between the two models, as both
involve S adsorption in a local atop site geometry. Another recent study, based on Au
4f photoemission core level shifts [113, 114] appears to favour the AAM model, but a
new theoretical investigation [115] suggests that the photoemission results may be better
described by the AAD model. New STM results provide conﬂicting evidence for the both
the AAD [116] and the AAM [117] models.
A key diﬀerence between these two models regarding the thiolate saturation cov-
erage (
√
3×√3)R30◦ phase is that of the local adsorption site and coverage of the
Au adatoms. In the AAD model we expect to see a 1/6ML (0.17ML) coverage of
Au adatoms in bridge sites, whereas in the AAM model there are 1/3ML (0.33ML) of
Au adatoms, all of which occupy hollow sites. In two recent STM studies the authors
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Figure 5.1: Plan view of the surface and 2nd atomic layers of the (22×√3)rect. surface
reconstruction of the clean Au(111) surface, showing the smooth transition between ‘fcc’
and ‘hcp’ stacking along the long axis of the surface mesh.
tried to determine this Au adatom coverage by reacting oﬀ the surface thiolate and
then measuring the area of the resulting Au monolayer island coverage, formed by the
two-dimensional condensation of the adatoms. In one of the two experiments [118], the
octylthiolate SAM was removed by interaction with an atomic hydrogen ﬂux, with a cov-
erage of 0.14ML found for the resulting Au adatom islands, a value which supports the
AAD model. In the second study, also involving octylthiolate [119], the molecules were
removed by localised electrolysis with water under the STM tip, with a value for the re-
sulting Au adatom island coverage found to be 0.15ML. However, this coverage estimate
was subsequently revised to 0.22ML, a value considerably higher than that expected for
an AAD surface structure. This revision was the result of a number of corrections not
considered in the ﬁrst study. One of these corrections stems from the fact that upon
removal of the thiolate species and the subsequent Au adatom island formation, the clean
Au(111) surface adopts the well characterised [120–122] (22×√3)rect. ‘herring-bone’
structure. In this reconstruction of (1× 1) surface, the long-axis periodicity results from
the addition of an extra Au atom in every 22 within the surface layer. This extra Au
atom occupies an hcp site (stacking above Au atoms in the second layer), forcing the
remaining surface atoms to occupy a range of sites between the hcp site occupied by the
additional atom and the normal ‘fcc’, leading to a smooth transition between hcp and fcc
stacking (see ﬁgure 5.1). It is the resulting increase of 0.045ML in the clean surface Au
coverage which necessitates a revision to the initial estimate of the Au adatom coverage
for the dosed surface. In addition, another correction must be applied, in this case due
to the existence of monolayer ‘etch pits’, characteristic of such thiolated surfaces, which
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become partially ﬁlled upon the removal of the octylthiolate species. The consideration
of these two surface processes, coupled with the possibility of the loss of Au adatoms to
the steps on the underlying Au(111) surface, has lead the authors to conclude that the
0.22ML value should be regarded as a lower limit estimate of the Au adatom coverage
on the Au(111)(
√
3×√3)R30◦-CH3S surface. Therefore the authors of this study, Li et
al., concluded in favour of the AAM model [119].
Given the problems associated with the movement of Au adatoms upon the re-
moval of the thiolate species, an ideal solution would involve the use of surface tech-
nique which could probe the adatom coverage at the buried interface, with the thiolate
species in place. Medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) is one such technique, which
has proven eﬀective in evaluating similar thiolate-induced modiﬁcation of the surface for
both Cu(111) [74] and Ag(111) [123]. In the remainder of this chapter the results of
just such an investigation are presented, namely the use of MEIS to probe the buried
interface in the Au(111)(
√
3×√3)R30◦-CH3S system.
5.2 Experimental details
The experiments were performed at the Daresbury Laboratory national MEIS facility,
over a period spanning a number of experimental data collection runs. The single crystal
Au(111) sample was purchased from the Surface Preparation Laboratory (SPL, Nether-
lands), where it was both oriented and polished. The crystal was cleaned under ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) in situ, with the normal cycles of 1.5 keV Ar+ ion sputtering at grazing
incidence followed by annealing to ∼ 550◦C. The surface was judged to be contaminant
free and well-ordered by the use Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and low-energy elec-
tron diﬀraction (LEED), respectively, with the clean surface LEED pattern showing the
‘split-spots’ characteristic of the clean herringbone-reconstructed (22×√3)rect. phase.
The methylthiolate (
√
3×√3)R30◦ phase was formed by exposing the clean Au(111)
surface, at room temperature, to a vapour of dimethyldisulphide (DMDS - CH3S-SCH3).
This molecule breaks up in the presence of the surface via the scission of the S-S bond
to form two methylthiolate species, which then bond to the surface through the S head-
group. DMDS is used in preference to methylthiol due to its lower toxicity and greater
ease of handling. The DMDS vapour was introduced to the sample through a leak valve
connected to a glass ampoule containing the DMDS in liquid form, with the external
section containing the ampoule having been previously puriﬁed by several freeze/thaw
pumping cycles. Typical exposures of DMDS vapour lasted 10-30 minutes at a partial
pressure of 1× 10−8–5× 10−7 mbar. No use of LEED was made to characterise the
(
√
3×√3)R30◦ thiolate phase before the MEIS data were taken because of the known
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high cross-section for electron irradiation damage. Despite this, LEED was used both
during the initial dosing procedures and after some of the MEIS studies, and in both
cases a pattern consistent with the (
√
3×√3)R30◦ phase was observed.
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Figure 5.2: Plan and side-section views of the ideal bulk-terminated Au(111) surface.
Shaded in green is one of the sheets of atoms that lie in a scattering plane used in this
experiment. The ﬁgure shows the [110] and [112] ion incidence directions used in this
experiment, which correspond to nominal illuminations of only the 1st and both the 1st
and 2nd outermost atomic layers respectively. Also shown are the ion exit directions
along which major blocking occurs.
The Au(111) crystal was transferred under UHV to the main scattering chamber,
in both the clean and thiolate dosed condition, where MEIS data were collected using
100 keV H+ ions. Caution was exercised when considering the total ion ﬂux incident on
any particular region of the sample, so as to avoid ion beam induced surface damage
aﬀecting the MEIS data. Test spectra were collected using total incident ion ﬂuxes on a
single sample area of 2.5µC, 5.0µC and 10µC, however in all of these cases no evidence
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of beam induced damage eﬀects was observed. Therefore, the MEIS data presented in
this chapter were taken with total incident ﬂuxes between 0.5-4.0µC for any particular
region of the sample illuminated by the ion beam.
MEIS blocking curves from both the clean and dosed Au(111) surface were col-
lected in two distinct ion incidence geometries, as shown in ﬁgure 5.2. This ﬁgure makes
clear that ions incident in the [110] and [112] direction will nominally illuminate only
the ﬁrst one and two atomic layers, respectively, in the case of the ideal bulk-terminated
surface. Of course, the (room temperature) thermal vibrations of the atoms ensure that
some fraction of the otherwise shadowed deeper atomic layers become visible. However,
it is worth noting that for a shadowed subsurface atom which sits at the nearest neigh-
bour distance of 2.88Å behind the shadowing Au atom, the resulting shadow cone has
a radius of 0.25Å. This value can be compared to the considerably smaller root-mean-
square (rms) vibrational amplitude of a bulk Au atom, calculated from the bulk Debye
temperature to be 0.093Å. Thus the large scattering cross-section for the Au atoms
(with the associated large shadow cone widths) has the eﬀect of limiting the partial illu-
mination of nominally shadowed subsurface layers. Nonetheless, VEGAS simulations of
the unreconstructed Au(111) surface do show additional signal attributable to scattering
from the deeper subsurface layers, although much of this extra signal can be attributed
to the inclusion of a
√
2 enhancement of the surface layer rms vibrational amplitudes in
the simulations. This value is representative of the typical enhancements found to be
present on single crystal metal surfaces.
In order to express the experimental scattered ion ﬂux in terms of the number of
visible atomic layers, as is the case with the simulated ion yield of the VEGAS code, it
is necessary to obtain an experiment dependent scaling factor λ. A value for this term
was found in the normal manner; namely by use of a Si(100) reference sample shallowly
implanted with Cu atoms to a known concentration. A more detailed description of this
way in which a value for λ is extracted can be found in chapter 3. It is important to note
that a λ scaling factor derived in this manner is typically reliable to within ±10%, and
that in some cases, including the present study, a more accurate calibration is required in
order to interpret the data. A discussion regarding a reﬁnement of the λ scaling factor
forms part of the next section of this chapter.
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Initial evaluation and yield calibration
The experimental blocking curves obtained for both the clean Au(111) surface and the
0.33ML methylthiolate (
√
3×√3)R30◦ phase are shown in ﬁgure 5.3 as individual data-
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Figure 5.3: Experimental MEIS blocking curves from both the clean and (
√
3×√3)R30◦
thiolated Au(111) surfaces recorded with ions incident in the [110] and [112] directions
(see ﬁgure 5.2). Also shown are the VEGAS simulated blocking curves for the clean
Au(111) surface, which include the (22×√3)rect. herringbone reconstruction, with the
simulated results from the bulk-terminated (1× 1) Au(111) surface added as a useful
reference.
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points. This ﬁgure includes the results of two independent MEIS experiments which were
separated by around two years, the ﬁrst of which covered a smaller range of scattering
angles in the [110] incidence direction. These blocking curves show a broad similarity in
the shape and position of the major blocking dips for both the clean and thiolate-covered
surfaces, indicative of the fact that these dips are primarily a consequence of the blocking
of ions exiting the crystal from the unreconstructed near-surface region along the bulk
crystallographic directions. The main diﬀerence between the scattered ion signal from
the clean and thiolated surfaces is in the absolute yields, a qualitative eﬀect observed
for thiolate adsorption on both Cu(111) and Ag(111) [74, 123]. However, in both of
these previous cases the clean surface was unreconstructed, with the addition of the
thiolates leading to a surface reconstruction and consequentially an increase in the yield
of the scattered ion signal. However, on clean Au(111) there exists the aforementioned
(22×√3)rect. herringbone reconstruction. The smooth transition along the long axis
of this phase from fcc to hcp stacking means that the vast majority of the atoms in the
reconstructed surface layer no longer occupy bulk sites, and as such will not shadow the
subsurface layers. This leads to an expected increase in yield corresponding to roughly
one atomic layer. This is due to the fact that although there is slightly more than one
monolayer of Au atoms in the reconstructed surface, as mentioned in the introduction,
one can also expect a small amount of shadowing of the second layer. Given that even
small concentrations of adsorbed thiolates are known to lift this herringbone reconstruc-
tion, and that the expected coverage of Au adatoms in both the AAM and AAD model
for the thiolated surface is well less than one atomic layer, one can easily account for the
resulting decrease in the scattered ion signal upon the adsorption of the thiolate species.
The experimental blocking curves of the two diﬀerent datasets are generally in very good
agreement, aside from the absolute scattering yields obtained from the clean Au(111)
surface. This discrepancy will subsequently be considered in detail.
Although the qualitative yield diﬀerence between the clean and thiolate dosed
Au(111) surfaces can be easily understood, further insights require that the absolute yield
of the experimental scattering signal be accurately calibrated. The standard method for
obtaining the λ scaling factor, which, as discussed previously, involves typical errors of
±10% is thus unsuitable. This value is derived from a separate reference sample, but
a considerably more accurate calibration value can often be obtained by reference to
the scattered yield obtained from the clean surface upon which the thiolates have been
deposited. This is the case for both Cu(111) and Ag(111), which possess unreconstructed
clean surfaces with very little movement of the surface atoms away from the bulk-like
positions. The well-established nature of both the structural and vibrational parameters
associated with these surfaces enables the scattering yield (expressed in visible atomic
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layers) to be accurately predicted by simulation, and thus the absolute scattered ion yields
in both experimental blocking curves can be stated with conﬁdence. The existence of the
herringbone reconstruction on the Au(111) surface makes such an approach diﬃcult in
the case of the current study. The structure (22×√3)rect. phase is quite well known,
although the exact coordinates of some of the Au atoms in the reconstructed layer are not
known precisely. On the other hand, we show later that knowledge of these exact positions
does not prove important in determining the scattered ion yield from the clean Au(111)
surface. Of greater concern is the possible existence of regions of unreconstructed (1× 1)
phase on the clean surface associated primarily with the presence of local defects, as
observed in STM studies. A considerable fraction of this (1× 1) phase on the surface
leads to a signiﬁcant reduction in the scattered ion yield, therefore the percentage of the
surface which is unreconstructed becomes the key variable in the determination of the
scattered ion yield from the clean surface. So that the impact of this uncertainty might
be minimised, many MEIS experiments on the Au(111)(
√
3×√3)R30◦-CH3S surface
were conducted over a period of three years, with each experiment including repeated
measurement on both the clean and re-prepared thiolated surfaces. The datatsets shown
in ﬁgure 5.3 are representative of the numerous blocking curves obtained in this manner.
In order to obtain an accurate and internally-consistent yield calibration VEGAS
simulations of the (22×√3)rect. herringbone reconstructed Au(111) surface were per-
formed, along with simulations for the unreconstructed (1× 1) phase. Although there is
some uncertainty surrounding the exact positions of the surface atoms in the herringbone
phase, it was found that the predicted scattering yield was insensitive to the particular
atomic coordinates used. This is because the majority of these atoms are signiﬁcantly
removed from the bulk sites in which they would shadow the subsurface layers, and so
the total scattered ion ﬂux is insensitive to their exact locations. The results of these
simulations were compared to the experimental data from clean Au(111), with a number
of possible admixtures of the reconstructed and unreconstructed simulations to account
for incomplete reconstruction on the clean surface. In ﬁgure 5.3 the resulting best-ﬁt (as
judged by visual inspection) clean surface simulations are shown, with 80% and 100%
herringbone reconstructions found to be optimal for the ﬁrst and second datasets re-
spectively. As expected, the scattering yield from the 100% herringbone reconstructed
surface is higher than that from the 80% reconstructed surface, but also noteworthy are
the yields of the thiolated surfaces in the two datasets, which are almost identical. This
is reassuring, as one would not expect the Au atom movement at the thiolate/gold inter-
face (if any) to be dependent on the exact long-range order of the surface, order which
nevertheless does aﬀect the fraction of the clean surface which does not reconstruct.
Figure 5.3 also shows the results of the VEGAS simulations of the unreconstructed
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(1× 1) Au(111) surface. There are in fact two simulations; one in which the surface
layer atoms are assumed to have the same vibrational amplitudes as those in the under-
lying bulk layers, and one in which the surface vibrations are enhanced by a factor of√
2. This standard enhancement is often found to better describe the MEIS data from
the unreconstructed clean surface for a number of other surfaces (such as Cu). The
simulations for the (1× 1) surface which do not posses this enhancement are included
as a useful reference to the results of the herringbone reconstruction, as these blocking
curves show the scattering which would be expected from the unreconstructed (and bulk
vibrating) lower layers upon the removal of the herringbone reconstructed surface layer.
It is clear that the experimental scattered ion yield from the thiolated Au sur-
face is signiﬁcantly larger than that expected from the unreconstructed (1× 1) phase of
Au(111), even when including enhancement of the surface Au atom vibrations. There is
∼ 0.2 additional (with respect to the (1× 1) surface with enhanced vibrations) atomic
layers worth of scattering yield in the [110] incidence geometry, and ∼ 0.3 atomic layers
of extra signal in the [112] geometry. These yield diﬀerences must arise from the scat-
tering from additional Au atoms, i.e. the Au adatoms characteristic of the AAM and
AAD models, providing direct evidence for existence of Au adatoms at the Au/thiolate
interface. Therefore, the remaining questions are:
1. How many Au adatoms are present at the interface?
2. Where are these adatoms located?
5.3.2 Modelling the Au(111)(
√
3×√3)R30◦-CH3S system
As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, there are two basic alternative models
for the (
√
3×√3)R30◦-methylthiolate surface structure. The ﬁrst is the AAM model
for which we expect 0.33ML of Au adatoms sited in the 3-fold coordinated fcc hollows,
although a small fraction of these adatoms may occupy hcp hollow sites. This last point is
an important one, as MEIS is sensitive to the diﬀerences between these two hollow sites,
as will be explained in detail shortly. The second model considered is the AAD model,
in which each AAD species consists of one Au adatom, which occupies a bridging site,
and two thiolate molecules bonded either side of the Au adatom in near-exact atop sites.
This model cannot actually form a true (
√
3×√3)R30◦ phase on the surface unless
one doubles the thiolate coverage to 0.67ML as each AAD has two thiolate molecules
associated with it. As this is clearly at odds with the known thiolate coverage of 0.33ML,
we instead accept that, as suggested in recent low-temperature STM studies [116], this
high coverage phase actually consists of 0.17ML of of AAD species with the Au adatoms
lacking good long-range order. Thus the AAD structure can be modelled with 0.17ML
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AAM - (√3 x √3)R30 AAD - (2√3 x √3)R30
plan view
side view
Figure 5.4: Plan and side views of the models used in this study to represent the AAM
(Au-adatom-monothiolate) and AAD (Au-adatom-dithiolate) reconstructions suggested
to occur in the Au(111)(
√
3×√3)R30◦-CH3S surface phase. For the sake of clarity the
Au adatoms are shaded in blue, and the Sulphur head-group atoms in green. The S-C
bond angles shown in these models are schematic only; the actual orientations are not
well-established.
of Au adatoms in bridging sites, each with the two associated thiolate molecules, on a
(2
√
3×√3)R30◦ surface mesh. The two basic models for the AAM and AAD structures
are shown in ﬁgure 5.4, where the orientations of the S-C bonds are in schematic form;
neither the azimuthal or polar angles which describe these bond orientations are well
established.
All of the possible Au adatom sites, namely the fcc and hcp hollow sites and 2-fold
coordinated bridging sites, are in principle distinguishable in this MEIS experiment. The
diﬀerences between these sites as seen by the incident ions are explained as follows, with
ﬁgure 5.5 showing a model in which these diﬀerences are highlighted. AAM adatoms
which occupy the fcc hollows are situated in bulk-continuation sites, therefore in theory
they should not increase the scattered ion yield, as the Au adatoms shadow the otherwise
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fully illuminated subsurface atoms below. In eﬀect the incident ions see the same ‘chains’
of atoms as they would have seen, had the surface been unreconstructed. If, however,
the inter-layer spacing of the adatoms diﬀers from the bulk inter-layer spacing, or there
is an enhancement in the amplitude of the vibrations, there should be an associated
increase in the scattering signal. For the AAM adatoms which may occupy hcp hollow
sites the situation is somewhat diﬀerent, as shown in ﬁgure 5.5, where it is clear that for
both of the incidence geometries, but for the [110] incidence direction in particular, these
adatoms do not fully shadow any atoms in the lower atomic layers, thus the existence
of adatoms in these sites should induce an increase in the overall scattering signal. In
addition, Au adatoms in the hcp hollows also block the outgoing ions in directions not
originally associated with strong blocking eﬀects, leading to the expected presence of
additional blocking dips. In the case of the bridge sites occupied by the Au adatoms of
the AAD model, it is important to note that there are three diﬀerent bridge sites, all of
which are occupied (both due to the presence of multiple rotational domains, and the
possibility of surface disorder), these sites being labelled a, b and c in ﬁgure 5.5. In this
ﬁgure it is clear that adatoms which are located in the b and c bridge sites do not lie
within any substrate scattering planes, therefore these atoms will neither shadow the Au
substrate atoms nor block the backscattered ions from these same atoms, but they will
be expected to increase the overall scattered ion yield. By contrast, Au adatoms in the
a bridging sites do lie within the scattering plane, although in a non-bulk-like position.
Thus they will not be expected to strongly shadow any substrate atoms, and as such
they will contribute to the total scattered ion yield in a similar manner to those adatoms
which lie in sites b and c. However, these site a bridging atoms will block the scattered
ions in the appropriate outgoing trajectories.
The results of the VEGAS calculations for the AAM and AAD models are shown
in ﬁgure 5.6. In these models the Au adatoms reside on an unreconstructed Au(111)
surface, with a
√
2 enhancement of the vibrational amplitudes in the surface layer. The
methylthiolate species are represented by the inclusion of the S head-group, with the C
and H atoms not considered, in part due to the ambiguity surrounding their exact posi-
tions, but most signiﬁcantly because these atoms are such weak scatterers in comparison
to the Au atoms (as the scattering cross-section scales with the square of the atomic
number, scattering from the C atom is ∼ 7 times weaker than that from the S atom, and
two orders of magnitude weaker than that from Au). It is also the case that the C and
H atoms do not occupy sites in which they would be expected to contribute signiﬁcant
shadowing or blocking.
The VEGAS simulations are compared with the experimental data from the second
dataset (the dataset with the increased scattering angle range in the [110] incidence
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[110]
a b c
bridge sites
bridge a
adatom
fcc
adatom
bridge c
adatom hpc
adatom
Figure 5.5: A plan and side view of the Au(111) surface exploring the adsites considered
in this study. Au adatoms situated in the fcc hollow sites, hcp hollow sites and bridge
sites are shown. The positions of the three inequivalent bridge sites are indicated, the
a site being the only one that lies within the scattering planes of the substrate atoms
(with adatoms in the scattering plane shaded in blue).
geometry), along with the simulations for the 100% herringbone reconstructed clean
surface. In the panels on the left of ﬁgure 5.6 are shown the results of the AAM model
simulations. In the AAM calculations, the S head-group atoms were positioned atop
the 0.33ML of Au adatoms which occupied either the fcc hollows or the hcp hollows,
leading to the two diﬀerent simulated blocking curves shown in these panels. Although it
is only the fcc hollows which have been proposed to be occupied in the (
√
3×√3)R30◦
saturation coverage phase, the simulation for the fully hcp occupied AAM model provides
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Figure 5.6: Experimental blocking curves for the clean and methylthiolate covered
Au(111) surfaces, together with the results of VEGAS simulations of the (1× 1) un-
reconstructed surface, the herringbone reconstructed clean surface and a number of
simulations of the Au(111)(
√
3×√3)R30◦-CH3S surface based on the AAM and AAD
models shown in ﬁgure 5.4.
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a clear indication of the eﬀects expected for the partial occupation of this site. In these
models the Au adatoms were situated centrally within the hollow sites at a bulk inter-
layer spacing above the surface, with adatom vibrational amplitudes enhanced to the
same extent as those in the surface layer. As predicted in the earlier discussion, the
occupation of only fcc hollows leads to only a small rise in the scattered ion signal, with
this rise of < 0.1 atomic layers largely the result of the enhanced vibrations of both
the adatoms and those atoms in the surface layer (in the unreconstructed surface only
the ﬁrst atom encountered by the ions possesses an enhanced vibrational amplitude).
By contrast, the hcp AAM simulated blocking curves show a greater increase in the
scattering yield of ∼ 0.2 layers. Although this increased yield diﬀerence is expected,
as mentioned previously (these adatoms do not strongly shadow any atoms below, in
contrast to adatoms in fcc bulk-continuation sites), the yield change upon the inclusion
of hcp adatoms might have been expected to be closer to ∼ 0.33 layers, in line with the
adatom coverage of 0.33ML. A number of further simulations have shown that the yield
increase due to the presence of these adatoms is greatly suppressed by a shadowing of the
Au(111) surface by the S head-group atoms. It is clear that the overall yield predicted
by the fcc AAM model simulations is signiﬁcantly lower than the experimental yield from
the thiolated surface; this is especially true in the [112] incidence geometry. The hcp
AAM model simulated blocking curves certainly better describe the average yield increase
of thiolate dosed scattering signal, particularly in the [110] incidence geometry, but the
simulated blocking features do not provide a good match to experiment. Speciﬁcally
the large simulated blocking dips situated at ∼ 110◦ and ∼ 113◦ in the [110] and [112]
incidence directions respectively are not present in the experimental blocking curves. In
addition, hcp AAM simulations show a particularly deep blocking dip with high shoulders
in the [001] major blocking direction (scattering at 90◦), whereas the same feature in
the experiment is considerably shallower. Some partial occupation of hcp hollow sites in
the AAM model would therefore improve the experiment/theory agreement. However,
as stated previously NISXW experiments [105, 107] are consistent with 100% fcc site
occupation and could only support a small partial occupation of hcp sites ( < 10%). The
simulations from such an AAM model would therefore still poorly describe the overall
scattered ion yield of the experimental data.
The panels on the right of ﬁgure 5.6 display the results of VEGAS simulations
of the basic AAD structure shown in ﬁgure 5.4. These simulations take into account
the possibility of rotational domains/disorder, such that the simulated blocking curves
include in equal measure the scattering from Au adatoms which occupy the three diﬀerent
bridge sites shown in ﬁgure 5.5. The height of the bridge site Au adatoms above the
surface plane is consistent with the simple hard-sphere model of touching Au atoms.
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The AAD simulated blocking curve in the [110] incidence geometry clearly describes the
experiment rather well in terms of the overall absolute scattering yield, and although there
are still some discrepancies between the theory and experiment blocking features, these
are quite small. There is, however, still a fairly substantial yield discrepancy between the
simulations and experiment in the [112] geometry. The ∼ 0.2 atomic layer yield increase
evident in the AAD simulations is slightly larger than that implied by an additional
0.17ML worth of Au atoms, but a detailed inspection of the simulated ion yield for
each atomic layer indicates that this additional scattering signal may be attributable to
incident ion ‘focussing’, an eﬀect seen in previous MEIS investigations. In this study the
suggestion is that the shadow cones cast by the out-of-plane bridge site Au adatoms have
the eﬀect of focussing the incident ion ﬂux onto the atoms in the adjacent scattering
planes, thus leading to a small increase in the scattered ion signal.
5.3.3 General discussion
In comparing the two competing models of the Au/thiolate interface, namely the fcc
AAM model and the bridge site AAD model, it is clear that the AAD model is the
one favoured by this MEIS study. Two important questions remain, however, and the
ﬁrst of these concerns the diﬀerence in yield between the simulated AAD model and
the experimental data in the [112] geometry, with the experimental yield lower by ∼ 0.1
layers. Given the diﬃculties involved in the determination of an accurate λ scaling factor,
is this theory/experiment discrepancy really signiﬁcant? This discrepancy is only slightly
less than 4% of the average total scattered ion yield in this geometry, and were the clean
surface assumed to adopt a 90% herringbone reconstruction, the resulting change in the
absolute yield calibration would redress the imbalance. This change in the calibration,
however, would reduce the thiolated surface yield in the [110] incidence geometry by
∼ 3%, or 0.05 layers, worsening the ﬁt between theory and experiment in this geometry.
Thus, we can conclude that the yield mismatch between experiment and theory in the
[112] lies at the margin of the experimental precision in this experiment, and that the
overall ﬁt for the AAD model seems reasonable.
The second question worth asking is one concerning the inter-layer spacing of the
Au adatoms in the AAM model. We have assumed a spacing consistent with that of the
bulk, with the Au adatoms therefore situated in bulk continuation sites, with the slight
yield increases evident in the fcc AAM simulated blocking curves attributable to the use
of enhanced surface vibrations. This scattering yield could be enhanced still further if the
adatom vibrational amplitudes were increased to a greater extent, or if the adatom-surface
inter-layer spacing were to be changed. Of these two, allowing some modiﬁcation of the
inter-layer spacing seems more reasonable, and as such simulations have been performed
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for AAM modes which incorporate either an inward or outward inter-layer spacing change
of 0.2Å, this value being perhaps the upper limit of what is reasonable. We ﬁnd that
it is the movement of the Au adatoms inward towards the surface layer that results in
the largest enhancement of the scattering yield; an increase of ∼ 0.1 layers. This results
in an experiment/theory overall yield match which is only slightly worse than that for
the AAD model, particularly in the [110] incidence geometry, although the substantial
blocking dip at a scattering angle of ∼ 110◦ is clearly not present in the experimental
blocking curve. The outward expansion of the adatom-surface inter-layer spacing results
in a smaller ∼ 0.05 layers increase in the scattered ion yield. The greater yield change
seen with the inward displacement of the adatoms can most probably be attributed to
the smaller shadow-cone radius at the underlying atom position. Unfortunately, the true
adatom inter-layer spacing in this system is not well established; the theoretical studies
of the AAM model, which have been referred to previously, fail to report an inter-layer
spacing for the lowest energy structure.
5.4 Conclusions
MEIS has been used to investigate the structure of the thiolate/Au interface in the
Au(111)(
√
3×√3)R30◦-CH3S system. The overall scattered ion signal drops signiﬁ-
cantly upon the adsorption of the methylthiolate species due to the lifting of the clean
Au(111) (22×√3)rect. ‘herringbone’ reconstruction, but the resulting absolute scat-
tering yield is still higher than that expected for a (1× 1) unreconstructed Au(111)
surface. We cite this as direct evidence of the presence of a signiﬁcant quantity of Au
adatoms at the buried thiolate/surface interface. Simulations of the two basic models
proposed for this adatom structure, namely the Au-adatom-monothiolate (AAM) and
Au-adatom-dithiolate (AAD) model, have been compared to experiment. The overall
scattering yield of simulations for the AAM model appears to be highly sensitive to the
exact (and not well-established) values for the adatom-surface inter-layer spacing and
the vibrational amplitudes of the atoms, leading to some uncertainty surrounding the
predicted yield of the thiolated surface. Nevertheless, this study ﬁnds in favour of the
AAD model, characterised by 0.17ML of Au adatoms which occupy bridging sites at the
interface between the Au(111) surface and the methylthiolate overlayer.
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Chapter 6
Evidence for adsorbate-induced
reconstruction via backscattered
ion yields
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter the results are presented of two additional medium energy ion scattering
(MEIS) investigations of possible adsorbate-induced reconstructions of metal surfaces.
In both cases a lack of detailed information in the literature regarding speciﬁc struc-
tural models has limited the ability to reach any ﬁrm quantitative structural conclusions,
but some general features of the surface structures adopted upon adsorption could be
identiﬁed.
6.2 Alanine on Cu(110)
6.2.1 Introduction
Many biological molecules posses an intrinsic chirality, or handedness, leading to two
geometrically distinct forms of such molecules, called enantiomers, which are mirror im-
ages of each other. Despite the fact that these molecules are chemically identical, living
organisms will often react physiologically in very diﬀerent ways to opposite enantiomers;
thus within the chemical and pharmaceutical industries there is a great need for enantios-
elective catalysis, in which chemicals can be produced in quantity with a high degree of
enantiomeric purity. Whilst most success to date involves homogeneous catalysis [124],
much eﬀort is being directed towards developing heterogeneous enantioselective cata-
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lysts, with a common candidate system comprising an organic chiral ‘modiﬁer’ molecule
adsorbed on a non-chiral metal surface [125]. The necessity of understanding the be-
haviour of these systems at the molecular level has led to surface science investigations of
a variety of chiral modiﬁer molecules adsorbed on single crystal metal surfaces, probed by
a range of experimental techniques. This large body of work is summarised in a number
of reviews [125–128].
Perhaps the most studied of these systems is that in which the amino acid alanine
(NH2CH3C∗HCOOH) deprotonates to form NH2CH3C∗HCOO- (alaninate) which then
adsorbs upon Cu(110). Alanine is the most simple amino acid which exhibits chirality,
this being manifest about the C atom labelled C∗, with the two resulting enantiomers
referred to as S -alanine and R-alanine. The Cu(110)-alaninate system is characterised by
a number of distinct surface structural phases of diﬀering molecular coverages, extensively
investigated by Barlow et al. [129]. One high coverage phase involving exposure to a
single enantiomer, in which the alaninate species bond to the Cu surface through both the
amino N atoms and the carboxylate O atoms, possesses a long range order shown by the
(3× 2) low-energy electron diﬀraction (LEED) pattern obtained from this surface. STM
studies of this surface phase indicate that the (3× 2) unit cell contains two molecules,
thus the molecular coverage associated with this phase is 0.33ML. This structural phase
diﬀers from the other high coverage phases in that the arrangement of the molecules with
respect to the surface is achiral. An unusual feature of this surface is that the LEED
pattern shows missing spots which imply the presence of glide planes, comprising both a
reﬂection through a plane perpendicular to the surface and a translation parallel to this
plane. This interpretation cannot be strictly true, however, in a case such a this in which
the adsorbed species is a single enantiomer of a chiral molecule, as such molecules are
by deﬁnition distinct from their mirror forms. By way of contrast, let us brieﬂy consider
a similar (3× 2) phase formed when Cu(110) is exposed to the simplest (non-chiral)
amino acid glycine ( NH2CH2COOH) [130]. This molecule also deprotonates, forming
a glycinate, NH2CH2COO-, which then bonds to the surface through both the amino
N atoms and the carboxylate O atoms. Whilst glycine molecules are not inherently
chiral in their free from, the adsorbed gylcinate species do possess a chirality, and can
therefore exist on the surface as two distinct enantiomers. Here again there exist two
adsorbate molecules per unit cell, but each molecule adopts a diﬀerent enantiomeric
form. Therefore, in this phase a true glide symmetry exists, reﬂected in the characteristic
missing spots seen in the LEED pattern obtained from this surface.
As stated previously, no such true glide symmetry is strictly possible within the
Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate surface phase formed from a single enantiomer, as the overlay-
ers are by deﬁnition homochiral. In order to understand the apparent presence of glide
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[110]
[001]
Figure 6.1: Schematic plan view of the Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate surface structure found
to give the lowest total energy in DFT calculations by Rankin and Sholl [131]. The black
spheres represent C atoms, the red spheres O atoms and the blue spheres N atoms. Also
shown in green is the outline of the (3× 2) unit cell.
planes in this phase it has been found to be informative to consider separately the chiral-
ity of the molecule and that of its footprint on the surface. In this manner a homochiral
Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate overlayer could involve adsorbed molecules with diﬀerent foot-
print motifs, or diﬀerent local bonding geometries, and so be heterochiral in terms of
footprint chirality, giving rise to pseudo-glide planes and a missing-spot (3× 2) LEED
pattern [129]. A density-functional theory (DFT) study of the Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate
phase has found such a conﬁguration involving mirrored footprints to be energetically
favourable [131]. This particular conﬁguration, shown in ﬁgure 6.1, involves a triangu-
lar footprint formed by the bonding of the carboxylate O atoms to adjacent Cu atoms
along the close-packed [110] rows and the amino N atom bonding to one of two possible
Cu atoms in the neighbouring row, with two possible triangular footprints thus created
which are (translated) mirror images of each other in the [001] glide plane. A subse-
quent experimental investigation using photo-electron diﬀraction (PhD) [132] found the
DFT model (with minor modiﬁcations) to provide a good description of the experimental
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data. One advantage of this conﬁguration is that no Cu surface atom is required to bond
with multiple adsorbate molecule atoms, as is the case for a number of other suggested
conﬁgurations.
Whilst it might seem that the structure of the Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate phase is
now relatively well understood, questions still remain, one of which being whether or not
the adsorbed alaninate species triggers a signiﬁcant lateral distortion of the underlying
Cu(110) surface layer. This possibility had ﬁrst been raised by Barlow et al. [129], as
such a distortion would result in a heterochiral surface layer whose asymmetry might
contribute to the pseudo glide symmetry seen in the LEED. In addition, a more recent
study [133] utilising a number of techniques has found evidence of a lack of true long range
periodicity in the Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate phase as seen with STM (scanning-tunneling
microscopy), with a large lateral surface layer distortion suggested as a possible reason for
this loss of periodicity. The same study concluded that the high coverage (3× 2) phase
is generally more complex than had been initially assumed, this complexity prompting
further experiments by the authors using quantitative analysis of LEED intensity-energy
spectra so that further light might be shed on the organisational details of this phase
[134].
In the remainder of the section an investigation of the Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate
surface using medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) is presented. The primary aim is to
establish whether there exists a signiﬁcant degree of lateral distortion of the Cu surface
atomic layers for the alanine dosed surface, and, if evidence of such distortion is found,
elucidate the details of this distortion. MEIS is ideally suited to answer such a question,
as given a suitable ion incidence direction which exploits the characteristic shadow-cones
to ensure the majority of the ions backscatter from only the surface region, any lateral
distortion of the surface layers will result in a quantiﬁable increase in the scattering signal
with respect to that obtained from a clean and undistorted Cu(110) surface.
6.2.2 Experimental details
The MEIS data were collected at the UK National MEIS facility at the Daresbury Labo-
ratory, Cheshire, UK. The Cu(110) sample disc was spark-machined from a single crystal
bar and subsequently mechanically polished using successively ﬁner grades of diamond
paste. This sample, upon being loaded into the Daresbury ultra-high-vacuum (UHV)
chamber system, was prepared by the usual cycles of 1.5 keV Ar+ ion sputtering at graz-
ing incidence followed by annealing to ∼ 550◦C. The resulting clean Cu(110) surface
was judged contaminant free by Auger electron spectroscopy, and deemed well-ordered
by LEED (Low Energy Electron Diﬀraction).
Alanine powder, of 99% purity and consisting solely of the S -enantiomer was
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obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and mounted in an UHV evaporation source. This source
was attached via an externally pumped line to the sample preparation chamber, with
the alanine vapour introduced to the sample via a gate valve. The source and gate
valve were mounted in such a way as to ensure a direct line-of-sight between the sample
and the source. The evaporation source itself comprised a glass tube housed within a
ceramic cylinder; this was heated by the passage of a current through a copper wire
wrapped around the cylinder itself. This ceramic tube had the eﬀect of improving the
homogeneity of the heating, with the evaporation rate controlled by monitoring the
temperature of tantalum caps on both ends of the source via thermocouple. The initial
complex
(
2 −2
5 3
)
saturation coverage phase [129] was formed by exposing the clean
Cu(110) surface, held at ∼ 103◦C, to a regulated ﬂux of L-alanine characterised by a
partial pressure of 3.0× 10−8 mbar, for a duration of 45 minutes. This existence of
this phase having been conﬁrmed by LEED, the sample was then ﬂash-annealed to a
temperature of 170◦C, leading to a LEED pattern characteristic of the (3× 2) phase.
[011]
[211]
60 90
Figure 6.2: A side view of the Cu(110) crystal, showing the scattering plane used in the
experiment together with the two distinct ion incidence directions, namely the [011] and
[211] directions, which illuminate the uppermost 1 and 2 atomic layers respectively. Also
shown are the directions which lead to major blocking of the backscattered ions.
MEIS data were collected on both the Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate phase and the
clean Cu(110) surface using 100 keV H+ ions in two distinct scattering geometries. These
geometries, shown in ﬁgure 6.2, involved ions incident in the [011] and [211] directions,
leading to the nominal illumination of only the uppermost 1 and 2 atomic layers, re-
spectively. Data were collected over a wide range of scattering angles with care being
taken to limit the incident ion dose on any particular region of the surface to 4µC (as
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measured by the tungsten wire mesh in the path of the beam described in section 2.4).
No evidence of beam-induced surface damage was seen in either the MEIS data or in
LEED patterns obtained after the main scattering experiment. Experimental scattered
ion yields were calibrated absolutely in terms of visible atomic layers using the signal
from the clean Cu(110) surface and VEGAS yield simulations of the well-characterised
structure associated with this surface.
6.2.3 Results and discussion
The experimental blocking curves resulting from the MEIS investigation of the both
the clean and (3× 2)-alaninate covered Cu(110) surfaces are shown in ﬁgure 6.3. It is
immediately apparent, upon visual inspection, that the overall scattering signal measured
from the S -alanine dosed surface is identical, within the bounds of statistical error, to
that measured from the clean surface, this being true in both of the scattering geometries.
The shapes and sizes of the blocking features indicative of the positions of the surface
atoms are also in very good agreement, although there are some diﬀerences. Perhaps
the largest disparity is a modest local yield diﬀerence in the blocking dips in the region
of the [211] incidence blocking curve corresponding to the scattering of ions through an
angle of ∼ 80◦. Another disagreement is manifest in the relative position and depth of
the large blocking dip at a scattering angle of ∼ 60◦ in the nominal 1-layer illumination
geometry ([011] incidence). Here the dip from the dosed surface is slightly deeper (∼ 0.1
atomic layers), with a yield minimum centred on 60◦, as opposed to the dip from the
clean surface, which is located at 59◦, a shift of approximately 1◦. Whether such a small
movement is of any signiﬁcance is a question which will be addressed shortly. What is
clearly obvious, however, is the lack of a large overall increase (indeed any increase) in the
scattered ion signal expected for alaninate-induced modiﬁcation of the Cu(110) surface.
This being said, however, it will subsequently be shown that given some reasonable
assumptions regarding the amplitudes of both the surface Cu atom thermal vibrations
and the relaxations of the Cu(110) layers perpendicular to the surface, a case can be
made for the existence of a small amount of movement of the surface Cu atoms.
The results of a simulation of the clean Cu(110) surface are also shown in ﬁgure
6.3. As mentioned in the previous section, it is the yield from these simulated blocking
curves which has been used as an absolute calibration for the experimental yield from
both clean and dosed surfaces. Thus the absolute yields in visible atomic layers expressed
in ﬁgure 6.3 are strongly inﬂuenced not only by the clean surface relaxations, but also by
the surface vibrational amplitudes of the clean Cu(110) surface. The root-mean-square
(rms) vibrational amplitudes in the subsurface layers were set to 0.079Å (consistent
with the bulk Debye temperature), with the vibrations in the surface layer enhanced
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Figure 6.3: MEIS experimental blocking curves for 100 keV H+ ions backscattered from
the clean Cu(110) and Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate surfaces. Blocking curves are included
for ions incident in both the [011] and [211] directions, corresponding to a nominal
illumination of 1 and 2 surface layers, respectively. Simulations for the relaxed and
unrelaxed clean Cu(110) surfaces are also shown.
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(isotropically) by a factor of
√
2. The outermost inter-layer spacing was contracted by
7.5%, whilst the spacing between the 2nd and 3rd atomic layers was expanded by 2.5%.
These surface relaxations are those found in an earlier MEIS study of the clean Cu(110)
surface [135].
Also included in ﬁgure 6.3 are simulated blocking curves from an unrelaxed sur-
face, with the surface atoms occupying bulk-continuation sites, and with the thermal
vibrations of the atoms treated as those in the clean Cu(110) model, including the sur-
face
√
2 enhancement. In comparison to the clean surface simulations, this results in
a yield drop of of roughly 0.1 layers in the [011] incidence geometry, with a somewhat
smaller yield decrease evident in the [211] geometry. Note that although the apparent
lowering of yield in the [211] geometry is very small, this is partially due to the much
greater range of the ordinate axis in this geometry. The overall yield increase when
moving from the unrelaxed surface to the clean one is as expected, and can be entirely
attributed to the addition of surface relaxations. These relaxations involve movements
of the surface Cu atoms away from the bulk-like positions in which they shadowed the
layers below, resulting in an increase in the visibility of the subsurface layers. Notice that
the introduction of surface relaxations in the simulations also shifts the position of the
major blocking dips in both geometries, with the contraction of the outermost inter-layer
spacing of 7.5% giving rise to a shift to lower scattering angle of ∼ 1◦.
Whilst it is clear that the MEIS data do not show a signiﬁcant increase in scatter-
ing signal upon adsorption of the alaninate as expected for a signiﬁcant adsorbate-induced
surface reconstruction, it might be expected that such an adsorption would result in the
modiﬁcation of the relaxed surface inter-layer spacings, as found to be the case in many
other cases involving adsorbates on coinage metal surfaces. Indeed, the signal from the
alaninate dosed Cu(110) surface is increased by ∼ 0.1 layers from that predicted for
the unrelaxed surface (simulated blocking curves shown in blue in ﬁgure 6.3), implying
either a small degree of Cu surface atom movement or a small increase in the (already
enhanced) amplitude of the Cu surface atom vibrations. The (3× 2) phase structural
model used by Rankin and Sholl [131] has a molecular coverage of 0.33ML, with each
molecule bonding to three diﬀerent surface Cu atoms, thus every surface Cu atom is
bonded to an adsorbate atom. As such, the outermost layer of Cu atoms are no longer
at the solid/vacuum interface, and this could lead to a pinning of the otherwise enhanced
atomic vibrations in this layer. Evidently this would have the eﬀect of reducing the scat-
tering signal from the lower atomic layers and so reducing the overall yield, as made clear
in the ﬁnal set of VEGAS simulated blocking curves included (shown in green in ﬁgure
6.3), which result from a unreconstructed Cu(110) surface with no
√
2 enhancement
in the surface Cu atom vibrations, these instead taking the bulk vibrational amplitudes.
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Thus, if we reasonably assume both that the surface Cu atom vibrations become pinned
upon alaninate adsorption and that this adsorption has the eﬀect of removing the small
surface inter-layer relaxations, the overall mismatch between the experimental scattering
signal and that predicted by the theory is a more substantial increase of ∼ 0.4 layers in
both scattering geometries. Such a yield increase would account for a modest degree of
movement of the Cu surface atoms away from their bulk-termination positions.
To the author’s knowledge the only detailed model previously proposed in the
literature for an alaninate-induced Cu surface reconstruction in the (3× 2) phase is that
proposed by Rankin and Sholl [131]. The atomic coordinates which deﬁne this model
have been kindly provided by Rankin & Sholl, and the resultant simulated blocking curves
are shown in ﬁgure 6.4. Given the important role that the thermal vibrations of the
outermost Cu atoms play in determining the absolute scattering yield, two simulations
based on the DFT minimum energy structure are shown. The ﬁrst is characterised by
a
√
2 enhancement of the outermost Cu atom vibrations with respect to those of the
bulk (as is usual for atoms at the vacuum interface) and the second is without this
enhancement, as has been previously suggested to be likely given the high coverage of
adsorbed alaninate species. Both models are otherwise identical and involve a relatively
small degree of movement of the outermost Cu atoms, both laterally and perpendicular
to the surface. The alaninate species are bonded in a heterochiral triangular footprint
geometry through the two oxygen atoms and the nitrogen atom as shown in ﬁgure 6.1. All
of these atoms are removed from bulk-continuations sites, thus we expect the adsorbed
alaninate molecules to contribute very little to the scattering signal from the Cu surface
in the form of shadowing. In this way the MEIS is sensitive only to the small degree of
movement of the outermost Cu atoms. It is clear from ﬁgure 6.4 that, if we sensibly
assume that the outermost Cu atoms have their otherwise enhanced vibrations pinned
to the values of those in the bulk, the movement of the Cu atoms proposed by the
DFT is insuﬃcient to account for the experimentally observed yield. If, however, the
enhancement is not removed, the yield predicted for the DFT model is in much better
agreement with experiment, although it is noteworthy that in the otherwise relatively
insensitive 2 layer illumination [112] geometry the predicted yield is somewhat higher
than that seen experimentally. It is also clear that these models account for the small
angular shift seen in the major blocking dip at 60◦ scattering in the [011] geometry. In
considering the validity of the Rankin and Sholl DFT model, then, it would seem that
although the blocking features of both simulation and experiment are in good agreement,
given reasonable assumptions concerning the thermal vibrations of the outermost Cu
atoms, the movement of these atoms is less than is the case in reality, as shown by
MEIS.
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Figure 6.4: MEIS experimental blocking curves for 100 keV H+ ions backscattered from
the clean Cu(110) and Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate surfaces. Blocking curves are included
for ions incident in both the [011] and [211] directions, corresponding to a nominal
illumination of 1 and 2 surface layers, respectively. Simulations of scattering from the
DFT model proposed by Rankin & Sholl [131] and the relaxed and unrelaxed clean
Cu(110) surfaces are also shown.
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It is clear that in order to gain further insight into the nature of the alaninate-
induced reconstruction, further work must be undertaken. This work would need to focus
on characterising the general nature of the reconstruction, so that MEIS could then be
used to accurately determine the structural details.
6.2.4 Conclusions
MEIS has been used to investigate the possibility of a reconstruction of the outermost
surface atomic layers in the Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate system. The data do not show any
increase in the overall Cu scattering signal upon adsorption of the alaninate species, and at
ﬁrst inspection this might be taken as evidence of little or no movement of the Cu surface
atoms away from their positions on the clean Cu(110) surface. However, if one reasonably
concludes that the adsorbed alaninate pins the vibrational amplitudes of the outermost Cu
atoms, then the observed Cu scattering yield from the Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate surface
is consistent with a modest reconstruction of the surface Cu atoms. The extent of this
reconstruction seems larger than that involved in the only structural model proposed to
date, that found to give the minimum energy in DFT calculations by Rankin and Sholl.
6.3 Methylthiolate induced reconstruction on the Pd(111)
surface
6.3.1 Introduction
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), which are formed by the interaction of n-alkanethiols
(CH3(CH2)n−1SH) with metal surfaces, have long been of the subject of scientiﬁc inves-
tigations [63–67], as such SAM systems have a range of actual and potential applications
(e.g. [68–70]). The SAMs in such systems form when the n-alkanethiol deprotonates
to form a thiolate (CH3(CH2)n−1S) which then bonds to the metal surface through the
S head-group. These systems are also fortuitously easy to prepare in both solution and
under ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) conditions, with the latter conditions allowing the use of
a whole armoury of surface science techniques to investigate the properties of these sys-
tems. Whilst the majority of this research has focused on the coinage (or noble) metals,
in part due to the low reactivity of these surfaces with respect to possible contaminant
species, some interest has been directed at other transition metal surfaces. One such sur-
face is that of palladium, popular in part due to its known aﬃnity for sulphur-containing
compounds [136].
There is a lack of early experimental studies of n-alkanethiols on palladium, with
the ﬁrst treatment of this system being an ab-initio theoretical consideration of methylth-
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iolate (n = 1) bonded on Pd(111) [137]; this study found that the S head-group preferred
to bond in a 3-fold coordinated hollow site. More recently, experiments have been under-
taken to characterise the structure of SAMs formed on thin Pd ﬁlms using n-alkanethiols
for a range of n values [138]. This investigation utilised optical ellipsometry, reﬂection
absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
The ﬁlms themselves were produced by evaporation, with the resulting poly-crystalline
ﬁlms showing a strong (111) texture. The SAMs of thiolate species were formed either
through exposure within solution or by micro-contact printing. The authors found evi-
dence for the existence of a thin PdS interphase of a thickness no more than 10− 20Å
upon which the S head-groups of the thiolate species were adsorbed. The ratio of the
thiolate to the sulphide species was found to be between 1 : 1 and 1 : 2, with the extra
S required for this interphase proposed to be sourced by the clean excision of S atoms
from the excess adsorbate in the solution. The thiolate packing density was found to
agree well with that of the ubiquitous 0.33ML (
√
3×√3)R30◦ high coverage phase
formed by n-alkanethiolates on Au(111) single crystals. To our knowledge there are no
experimental studies of n-alkanethiolates bonded on the single-crystal Pd(111) surface,
but such surfaces have been exposed to H2S to to form ordered phases of atomic sul-
phur [139]. Scanning-tunneling microscopy (STM) and low-energy electron diﬀraction
(LEED) showed low coverage phases with a (
√
7×√7)R19.1◦ surface periodicity and at
higher coverages a (
√
3×√3)R30◦ phase was formed with a characteristic S coverage
of 0.33ML.
Here we present the results of a medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) study of
the Pd(111)-CH3S surface, with a view to answering the question of whether there exists
a thiolate-induced reconstruction of the Pd(111) surface atomic layers, as has been found
to be the case for many SAM/Metal single crystal interfaces (see chapters 3 and 4).
6.3.2 Experimental details
The experiments were performed at the Daresbury Laboratory, UK, in the national MEIS
facility. The Pd(111) sample was formed by spark-machining from a single crystal bar,
followed by a series of mechanical polishes using successively smaller grades of diamond
paste. The sample was prepared in situ. via the normal methods, involving cycles of
1.5 keV Ar+ ion bombardment followed by annealing to ∼ 600◦C. This resulted in a
clean and well ordered surface, as judged by Auger electron spectroscopy and LEED.
Methylthiolate was adsorbed on the clean Pd(111) surface via exposure to a vapour of
dimethyldisulphide (DMDS - CH3S-SCH3). This molecule is known to break up in the
presence such metal surfaces via the scission of the S-S bond to form two methylthiolate
species, which then bond to the surface through the S head-group. DMDS is used in pref-
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erence to methylthiol due to its lower toxicity and greater ease of handling. The DMDS
vapour was introduced to the sample through a leak valve connected to a glass ampoule
containing the DMDS in liquid form, with the external section containing the ampoule
having been previously puriﬁed by several freeze/thaw pumping cycles. Two diﬀerent
exposures were conducted, the ﬁrst involving a DMDS partial pressure of 1× 10−8 mbar
and an exposure time of 15 minutes, the second characterised by a 10 minute exposure at
a partial pressure of 1× 10−7 mbar. In both cases the Pd(111) sample was held at room
temperature. LEED was not used to characterise the periodicity/long-range-order of the
the resulting Pd(111)-CH3S surfaces, due to the known high cross-section for electron
irradiation damage associated with such thiolate surfaces. LEED was used on the surface
formed by the ﬁrst exposure after this surface had been investigated with MEIS, but no
diﬀraction pattern was seen, indicating a lack of an ordered periodic structure associated
with the thiolate overlayer.
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Figure 6.5: Plan and side views of a Pd(111) surface showing the incidence directions
used in this investigation. Ions incident in the [110] direction will nominally illuminate
only the surface layer, whilst those incident along the [112] direction nominally illuminate
the top two layers. The main outgoing directions and associated scattering angles along
which backscattered ions experience atomic blocking are also shown.
Both the clean Pd(111) and Pd(111)-CH3S surfaces were then exposed to 100 keV
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H+ ions incident in two distinct directions, so as to obtain MEIS blocking curves. These
directions were the [110] and [112], such that the incident ions would illuminate only
the top or the top two atomic layers for a surface with atoms in bulk-continuation sites,
and without the presence of atomic thermal vibrations. In reality, of course, neither
of these conditions are met, with lower atomic layers contributing signiﬁcantly to the
backscattering yield, but the use of such major crystallographic directions ensures that
most of the scattering signal is from ions scattered in the surface region, as the atoms of
the bulk lie within the shadow cones cast by those in the ﬁrst few atomic layers. Figure
6.5 shows these two scattering geometries, including the outgoing directions along which
ions are expected to be strongly blocked by atoms in the top few layers.
Absolute calibration of the experimental scattering signal was achieved by com-
paring the yield associated with scattering from the Pd(111) surface to the yield predicted
from VEGAS simulations of scattering from the clean Pd(111) surface.
6.3.3 Results and discussion
Figure 6.6 shows the experimental blocking curves obtained for both the clean Pd(111)
and Pd(111)-CH3S surfaces. Shown alongside the clean experimental blocking curves are
those resulting from a VEGAS simulation of the clean surface. As mentioned previously,
it is this simulation which has been used to arrive at an absolute yield calibration for the
experimental blocking curves in terms of visible atomic layers. The VEGAS model for
the clean Pd(111) surface includes an outward expansion of both the ﬁrst and second
inter-layer spacings by 4.3% and 2.0% respectively, values found in a previous study of
the clean surface by Tensor LEED [140]. The amplitudes of the bulk root-mean-square
(rms) vibrations were set to a value of 0.074Å, a value consistent with the bulk Debye
temperature, with the vibrations in the surface layer isotropically enhanced by a factor
of
√
2.
The Pd(111)-CH3S experimental blocking curves in ﬁgure 6.6 both show a large
increase in the scattering signal compared to that of the clean surface. This yield increase
of ∼ 0.6 layers in both geometries can only be caused by a signiﬁcant degree of atom
movement in the outermost 1 or 2 atomic layers of Pd(111), or a signiﬁcant enhancement
of the surface atom vibrational amplitudes over those of the clean surface. Given that the
clean surface vibrations are already characterised by a signiﬁcant amplitude enhancement
with respect to those of the bulk, the latter cause seems highly unlikely. Therefore we
infer that the adsorption of methylthiolate on the Pd(111) surface is accompanied by a
signiﬁcant reconstruction of the outermost Pd atomic layers. The remaining question is
whether the MEIS data allow us insight into the details of this reconstruction, be it in
terms of general characterisation or more quantitative detail.
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Figure 6.6: The blocking curves resulting from the investigation of the clean and
methylthiolate covered Pd(111) surfaces using MEIS, with 100 keV H+ ions incident
in two distinct directions, namely the [110] and [112] directions. In both geometries the
large increase in the scattering signal upon adsorption of the methylthiolate species is
indicative of a signiﬁcant reconstruction of the Pd surface layers.
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Unfortunately, there is a lack of information within the literature pertaining to
the details of the structural phases of Pd(111)-CH3S, including whether any of these
phases exhibit any long range order, this knowledge being necessary in order to accurately
determine surface structural details using MEIS.
In addition to its role as a probe of surface structure, analysis of the intensities of
the scattering signals from multiple surface elements can serve to determine the compo-
sition of the surface region. In this way the coverage of methylthiolate species has been
estimated from the ratio of the areas of the characteristic peaks in energy in the MEIS
data which correspond to scattering from S and Pd. So as to minimise the background
signal contributed by ions backscattered by Pd atoms in deeper layers, this peak ratio
determination was undertaken using the signal obtained in a so-called ‘double alignment’
geometry (namely ions incident along the [110] direction and exiting along the [001] di-
rection). This leads to an estimated methylthiolate species coverage of ∼ 0.38ML. Due
to the diﬃculty in extracting the area of the S energy peak, a function of the extremely
poor signal to noise ratio for a light element such as S, this coverage estimate is not very
precise. Diﬃculties also arose when attempting to fully subtract the Pd scattering back-
ground signal. For this reason the coverage estimate given above should be treated as
an upper estimate, with the true coverage expected to be somewhat lower. As such the
coverage found in this investigation is consistent with the 0.33ML saturation coverage
seen for methylthiolate on Au(111).
6.3.4 Conclusions
An investigation of the Pd(111)-CH3S surface using MEIS has been carried out. The
data show a large adsorbate-induced increase in the Pd scattering signal, consistent with
a considerable amount of atomic movement on the Pd(111) surface. MEIS has also been
used to probe the composition of the surface region, with the adsorbate coverage found
to be 0.38ML.
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Chapter 7
Concluding remarks
In this thesis, the experimental technique of medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) has
been used to investigate the structural details of adsorbate-induced surface reconstruc-
tions for a range of adsorbate species and single crystal metal substrates. The surface
systems studied fall into two diﬀerent categories, with the ﬁrst comprising well-studied
surface systems for which some degree of uncertainty remains; here MEIS has been used
to provide additional quantitative insight to help answer outstanding questions. By con-
trast, the systems in the second category are characterised by a much lower level of
background structural information within the literature, information that is necessary for
the kind of quantitative analysis undertaken on the ﬁrst set of systems. For this second
type of system, MEIS has nonetheless been able to provide insight into the more general
properties of the surface reconstructions.
An investigation of the Cu(410)-O stepped surface was undertaken using 100 keV
medium energy H+ ions, incident in six distinct geometries. These geometries were
selected so as to nominally illuminate either 1, 2 or 3 atomic layers in both the ‘up-step’
and ‘down-step’ directions. These directions, whilst equivalent with respect to the (100)
terraces, are rendered inequivalent on the reduced-symmetry (410) surface. A series
of surface relaxation models proposed previously by surface X-ray diﬀraction (SXRD)
and density functional theory (DFT) were tested by comparing the simulated blocking
curves for these models with those of the experiment. None of the models provided
a complete description of the data, and so an optimisation was undertaken using the
IFFCO optimisation routine. Each of the initial models involved the use of 16 distinct
parameters to deﬁne the surface structure. Although it was deemed computationally and
fundamentally not feasible to simultaneously optimise all sixteen (potentially coupled)
parameters, it was found to be possible to optimise the eight key structural parameters
which deﬁned the positions of the Cu atoms at the solid/vacuum interface. This resulted
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in a best-estimate structure which was broadly similar in its detail to the literature models,
although some signiﬁcant quantitative diﬀerences remain.
The possibility of an adsorbate-induced surface lateral radial distortion on the
Cu(100)(2× 2)-CH3S surface, suggested on the basis of a pseudo-(100) reconstruction
found for methylthiolate on Cu(111), was investigated using MEIS. The (2× 2) structural
phase involves 0.25ML of thiolate species which bond through the S head-group, situated
in a 4-fold coordinated hollow site. One possible mechanism to relieve the lateral stress
imposed on the Cu surface by the adsorbed thiolates would involve a lateral radial outward
expansion of the four Cu atoms surrounding each S head-group. Data were gathered
in three distinct incidence geometries, including normal incidence, and the resultant
blocking curves were compared with simulations for lateral radial distortions of a range
of magnitudes. Small perpendicular relaxations of the outermost Cu atoms were also
considered along with the possibility of adsorbate induced changes to the surface Cu
atom vibrational amplitudes. The optimal value for the outward radial lateral Cu atom
movement was determined as 0.12± 0.04Å, and this was found to be accompanied by
and outward expansion of the ﬁrst Cu layer spacing of 0.08± 0.04Å.
MEIS has been used in an attempt to ascertain the structure adopted by the
surface in the Au(111)(
√
3×√3)R30◦-CH3S system. Although this system has been
much studied, there are two distinct surface structure models proposed, namely the Au-
adatom-monothiolate (AAM) and the Au-adatom-dithiolate (AAD). The former model
involves a thiolate-Au moiety, in which the S head-group bonds to the Au adatom, which
then bonds to the Au(111) surface in a 3-fold coordinated hollow site. This moiety bonds
on the surface such that the thiolate species resides in a local atop site. In the AAD model,
a thiolate-Au-thiolate moiety exists with the thiolates again bonding to the Au adatom
through the S head-group. This exists on the surface with the Au adatom occupying
a 2-fold coordinated bridge site, with the moiety oriented such that the S head-group
atoms again exist in a local atop site, albeit atop an underlying Au(111) surface atom
in the AAD model as opposed to the Au adatom for the AAM model. The fact that the
local bonding sites of the S head-group atoms are very similar for these two models has
made it diﬃcult for more commonly used structural techniques to distinguish these two
possible structures. Thus the MEIS study was carried out, as the MEIS technique oﬀers
a way to determine the coverage of Au adatoms, which is 0.33ML for the AAM model
but only 0.17ML for the AAD model. The presence of the adsorbed thiolate was found
to lift the well-known ‘herringbone’ reconstruction which characterises the clean Au(111)
surface, and the observation that the Au scattering signal from the thiolate-dosed surface
was higher than that expected for an unreconstructed surface led to the conclusion that
a signiﬁcant number of Au adatoms were present at the buried thiolate/surface interface.
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Furthermore, simulations of scattering from the two diﬀerent surface structures proposed
were compared to experiment. Uncertainties concerning some details of the two diﬀerent
models, such as the exact height of Au adatoms above the surface, together with the
conﬁdence limits associated with experimental yield calibration had the eﬀect of clouding
the conclusions somewhat, nonetheless we found in favour of the AAD model.
MEIS data were gathered on the Cu(110)(3× 2)-alaninate system, where the
chiral amino acid (comprising solely one enantiomer) bonds to the surface as an alan-
inate species in an arrangement in which the footprint geometries of the molecule are
heterochiral, despite the fact that the molecule itself is homochiral. It has been suggested
that the outermost Cu layers might undergo some degree of reconstruction or distortion
upon adsorption, and the MEIS data were found to be consistent with a small degree
of reconstruction. The only detailed structure proposed in the literature involves a level
of surface distortion found to be too small to account for the scattering yield seen in
the MEIS data. Before this structure may be fully understood, more basic work must be
done to characterise the broad details of this structural phase.
The Pd(111)-CH3S system was studied using MEIS, and strong evidence for
a large adsorbate-induced reconstruction was found via analysis of the backscattering
yields. However, the lack of any previous detailed characterisation of this system limited
the ability to produce further insight concerning the details of this structure.
To conclude, the technique of MEIS has been used throughout this thesis as a
tool for gaining a greater understanding of the structures adopted by surfaces in a range
of surface science systems, including the much studied SAM systems.
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